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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to investigate the effects of movement
instruction on children’s singing achievement scores. When controlling for age, four
overarching questions and nine sub-questions were asked. First, when controlling for
age, how do pitch achievement scores at the outset compare to pitch achievement scores
after movement instruction? 1) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on
children’s pitch achievement scores (between subjects)? 2) Is there a significant main
effect of time on children’s pitch achievement scores (within subjects)? 3) Is there a
significant instruction and time interaction? Second, when controlling for age, how do
rhythm achievement scores at the outset compare to rhythm achievement scores after
movement instruction? 4) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on
children’s rhythmic achievement scores? 5) Is there a significant main effect of time on
children’s rhythmic achievement scores? 6) Is there a significant instruction and time
interaction? Third, when controlling for age, how do singing voice development scores at
the outset compare to scores after movement instruction? 7) Is there a significant main
effect of type of instruction on children’s singing voice development scores? 8) Is there a
significant main effect of time on children’s singing voice development scores? 9) Is
there a significant instruction and time interaction? Fourth, descriptively, what is the
effect of gender on students’ pretest and posttest pitch achievement scores, rhythm
achievement scores, and singing voice development measure scores?
Second, third, and fourth grade students (N = 143) participated in the study.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups receiving different
instruction: steady beat movement, continuous fluid movement, or a control group
receiving no movement instruction. A researcher-designed criterion song was used as a
pretest and posttest measure. Pitch and rhythm achievement scores were assessed using
Praat Software. Three raters assessed singing performances using Rutkowski’s Singing
iii

Voice Development Measure. Three split-plot Analyses of Covariance were run on the
data. Results indicated that there was a significant interaction between treatment and
time on pitch achievement scores. Post hoc analyses revealed no significant differences
among treatment groups for pitch achievement scores. Results indicated that there was a
significant interaction between treatment and time for Singing Voice Development
Measure scores. Post hoc analyses revealed that the treatment group receiving
continuous fluid movement significantly outscored the treatment group receiving steady
beat movement. No significant differences were found on rhythm achievement scores.
Descriptively, females outscored males on pitch, rhythm, and singing voice development
measure scores for both pretest and posttest measures.
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CHAPTER ONE
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
No matter the student a general music specialist greets, the specialist is charged
with guiding each to develop musical interests, skills, and concepts fundamental to a
lifetime of music making and participation. In 1994, The National Association for Arts
Education, in conjunction with the National Association for Music Education (formerly
Music Educators’ National Conference), provided an official document outlining and
describing the musical knowledge and skills that, “each student should be able to know
and do,” for Kindergarten through twelfth grades (Music Educators’ National
Conference, 1994). Educators summarized the broad range of knowledge and skills by
articulating nine overarching music standards (See Table 1).
Educators articulated how and why music contributes to the quality of life of each
student, and thus why students in the United States deserve music as a core subject
education. Music is a way of knowing. Music instruction enables students to acquire
skills and knowledge that can be developed in no other way (MENC, 1994).
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Table 1.
————————————————————————————————————
National Standards for Music Education
————————————————————————————————————
1. Singing, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
3. Improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments.
4. Composing and arranging music within specified guidelines.
5. Reading and notating music.
6. Listening to, analyzing, and describing music.
7. Evaluating music and music performances
8. Understanding relationships between music, the other arts, and disciplines outside the
arts.
9. Understanding music in relation to history and culture (MENC, 1994).
Ideally, music educators use these standards and the resources associated with
them to plan and develop individualized, differentiated, and high-quality music
instruction. Although these National Standards may provide an outline that allow latitude
for music educators to maintain creativity within curricula instruction, many music
educators find it difficult to instruct and evaluate the musical knowledge and skills
outlined in these standards within a typical school setting, where music class is relegated
to a once-a-week, 45-minute meeting time. With such an abbreviated time for music
instruction, it is imperative that music researchers and educators find the most effective
teaching strategies to maximize music instruction and learning interactions for all
students.
2

To develop the musical skill of singing, while addressing the overarching
National Content Standard for Music Education Number One: “Singing, alone, and with
others, a varied repertoire of music,” a music educator teaches through a variety of
strategies and techniques, depending, developmentally and perhaps musically, on the age
of the child (MENC, 1994). Despite singing strategies often used in the classroom—
vocalizations, tonal patterns, stretching exercises, singing games, rote song instruction,
call and response singing, listening examples—music educators continue to look for
efficient and innovative strategies to develop musicality in their students.
Music educators are inclined to teach singing because it is “a unique and major
source of the most important kind of knowledge human beings can achieve: selfknowledge” (Elliot, 1993, p. 16). The importance of singing can be illustrated in its
placement as the first of the nine national music education standards (MENC, 1994).
Despite music educators’ beliefs about singing as an essential skill to learn, singing holds
an anomalous place in our Western culture. Many children struggle to find and use their
singing voices, and are hesitant to sing individually, and in front of others. When they
do, they often continue to struggle with singing as they mature (Atterbury, 1984). As
these children grow into adulthood, left as uncertain singers, they may find certain
participatory music making activities such as singing “Happy Birthday” at a friend’s
party, karaoke with friends on a weekend, or singing at religious services makes them
uncomfortable (Dalla Bella & Berkowska, 2009; Lidman-Magnusson, 1998; Pfordresher
& Brown, 2009; Pfordresher, Brown, Meier, Belyk, & Liotti, 2010; Watts, 2003; Watts,
2005). It is not unusual to hear adults express regret about the quality of their singing
voice, or their assumption that their singing is being something not worth sharing.
3

General music teachers who interact with children from Kindergarten through 4th grade
thus are equally charged with balancing students’ singing voice development and their
maintaining a love of singing.
It seems an odd juxtaposition: although music teachers agree singing is an
important part of school music curricula, as singing development increases, singing
motivation decreases (Mizener, 1993). It is noteworthy that singing in Western culture
beyond school music programs has been activity left to professionals (Hutchins & Peretz,
2011). Although the music industry is a multimillion-dollar enterprise, many consumers
who keep this industry thriving through the purchase of recordings, stereo systems, and
musical equipment are hesitant to participate in community making opportunities
themselves (Hutchins & Peretz, 2011). As singing is a complex process, and elementary
general music instruction time is limited, what are the most effective strategies to ensure
most children find, use, and are comfortable with their singing voices?
Research on Singing
The tradition of singing in the general music classroom has continued since 1838
when first introduced in American public education by Lowell Mason. “The process of
learning to sing involves a complex development of many different skills” (Welch, 1986,
p. 298). Singing in tune is said to use psychomotor (Phillips, 1992), kinesthetic
(Bertraux, 1990) as well as auditory, and motor mechanisms.
The teaching and learning of singing are complex processes; educators and
researchers have examined many aspects of singing. Topics have included vocal
development, responding to various models, learning contexts such as group versus solo
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singing, school setting, song presentation (i.e., immersion, phrase-by-phrase, whole-partwhole), gender, age, and various other factors.
A review of research on children’s singing revealed a variety of tasks and
contexts that contribute to positive and negative outcomes for singing development and
performance. Levinowitz et al. (1998) and Rutkowski (1990; 1996) examined children’s
use of singing voice versus speaking voice. Other researchers have examined the
development of singing range from early childhood through older adult (Campbell, 1991;
Cooper, 1992; Flowers & Dunne-Sousa, 1990; Kreutzer, 2001; Moore, 1991; Phillips &
Aitchison, 1997; Welch, 1986).
Researchers have examined pitch or tonal pattern matching accuracy (Apfestadt,
1984; Barret, 1990; Brophy, 1997; Cooper, 1992, 1995; Elmer, 1997; Flowers & DunneSousa, 1990; Fyk, 1985; Green, 1990; Kreutzer, 2001; Leighton & Lamont, 2006; Martin,
1991; Montgomery, 1988; Moore, Fyk, Frega, & Brotons, 1995; Phillips & Aitchison,
1997; Small & McCatchern, 1983; Tatem, 1990; Veenker, 1998; Welch, 1985, Welch,
1986; Welch, Sergeant, & White, 1997; Yarbrough, Green, Benson, & Bowers, 1991).
Researchers have investigated singing achievement by measuring children’s
abilities to reproduce parts of a song or an entire song (Atterbury & Silcox, 1993; Bush,
1985; Davies & Roberts, 1975; Elmer, 1997; Flowers & Dunne-Sousa, 1990; Gault,
2000; Goetze, 1985; Green, 1994; Hale, 1977; Hicks, 1992; Karna, 1996; Klinger,
Campbell, & Goolsby, 1998; Kreutzer, 2001; Lange, 1999; Levinowitz, 1989;
Levinowitz, Barnes, Guerrini, Clement, D’April, & Morey, 1998; Mizener, 1990; Moore,
1991; Mota, 1997; Phillips & Aitchison, 1997; Rutkowski, 1996; Rutkowski & Miller,
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1994; Sims, 1991; Sims, 1995; Stauffer, 1985; Sterling, 1984; Veenker, 1998; Welch,
1986; Welch et al., 1997; Westervelt, 2001).
Common approaches to teaching songs to preschool and elementary-aged children
include rote procedures, immersion, whole-part-whole, phrase coupling, and sing-along.
Researchers have examined the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches (Bush,
1985; Elmer, 1997; Klinger, Campbell, & Goolsby, 1998; Waddell, 1989). Researchers
have also examined the effects of the inclusion or exclusion of text on singing accuracy
(Feierabend, Saunders, Holahan, & Getnick, 1998; Gault, 2000; Goetze, 1985; Karna,
1996; Levinowitz, 1987; Levinowitz et al., 1998). Many of the researchers found that
singing on a neutral syllable was effective for children, but makes less of a difference as
the child matures. Other researchers have investigated effects of various vocal models on
children’s singing achievement (Green, 1990; Montgomery, 1988; Small & McCachern,
1983; Tatem, 1990). Researchers have investigated children’s preferred singing range
(Campbell, 1991; Moore, 1991; Phillips & Aitchison, 1997). Findings suggested that
children imitated singing most accurately when a child’s voice was the model, less
accurately with a female model, and least accurately with an adult male vocal model
(Green, 1990).
Researchers have examined differences in singing achievement and gender.
Many research findings have indicated that girls sing more accurately than boys (Goetze,
1985; Goetze & Horii, 1989; Kim, 2000; Moore et al., 1995; Petzold, 1966; Phillips,
1992; Stauffer, 1985; Welch, Sergeant, & White, 1995). Others have found that gender
effects occur depending on singing contexts such as whether singing individually or in a
group (Leigh & Lamont, 2006), and that socio-cultural contexts affects boys’ singing
6

preferences, motivation, and accuracy (Chen, 2000; Hargreaves, 2002). These
researchers speculate that females’ greater singing accuracy could be related to certain
societal perceptions or stereotypes about singing. Because of certain stereotypes in
Western and Eastern cultures, females may have more opportunities and time to practice
and develop singing skills more so than their male counterparts.
Researchers have examined children’s accuracy in individual and group settings
(Cooper, 1995; Goetze, 1985; Goetze & Horii, 1989; Green, 1990; Leighton & Lamont,
2006; Rutkowski & Miller, 1994). Researchers have examined effects of accompaniment
on singing accuracy with mixed results (Atterbury & Silcox 1993; Hale, 1977; Stauffer,
1985; Sterling, 1984). Most have suggested that children become more accurate singers
as they mature (Brophy, 1997; Moore et al., 1995; Tatem, 1990; Welch, 1994; Welch et
al., 1997).
“Music aptitude is a measure of children’s potential to learn music” (Gordon,
2003, p. 13). Music aptitude is influenced by innate potential and environmental factors
in early childhood (Gordon, 2003). Some researchers have examined relationships
between singing achievement and music aptitude, and have found significant
relationships between the two variables (Jaffurs, 2000; Philips & Aitchison, 1997b;
Rutkowski, 1996; Yang, 2002), while others have found no relationships (Kim, 2000).
Watts (2003), and Dalla Bella (2007) found that the pitch intonation was the most
important factor determining one's singing ability. Watts surveyed over 1000 music
educators; pitch intonation was rated above other factors such as musicality, vocal quality
(timbre), range, diction, and others. Researchers have assessed singing performance and
achievement in a variety of ways, according to their research questions and models.
7

Singing assessment in research has been either one-dimensional (solely based on
human’s ratings or primarily technology assisted), or has relied on separate measures
from human raters and technology-assisted mechanisms. Most researchers and educators
assess singing with rating scales. The most used rating scale to assess a dimension of
children’s singing is Rutkowski’s Singing Voice Development Measure (SVDM) (Kim,
2000; Levinowitz, et. al., 1998; Rutkowski, 1990; Rutkowski, 1996; Rutkowski & Miller,
2003). The five-point, continuous SVDM scale focuses on the ways in which children
use their voices and not on melodic contour or pitch accuracy.
Researchers have used a variety of computer-based assessments to analyze
elements of singing (Amir 2005; Goetze, 1995; Larrouy-Maestri, Lêvèque, Giovanni,
Schön, & Morsomme; 2012; Leighton & Lamont, 2006; Pfordresher & Brown, 2009;
Watts, Moore, & McCaghren, 2005). Examples available in 2011 for analyzing
dimensions of singing include: Amadeus™, Audacity™, AudioEdit Deluxe™, Dartfish™,
EarTrainer Programmer™, Praat™, Singing Coach™, SmartMusic™, Visi-Pitch™,
VoceVista™, Wave Editor™, and WaveRunner™. As technology becomes more
accessible and affordable, researchers and music educators are likely to continue using it.
Recently researchers have compared singing accuracy scores generated by
computer-assisted analysis to 18 expert-raters’ scores on one hundred sixty-six untrained
singers’ recording of Happy Birthday. “The total model of acoustic analyses explained
81% of the variance of the judges’ scores” (Larrouy-Maestri, Lêvèque, Giovanni, Schön,
& Morsomme, 2012, p. 259). This study highlights the agreement between objective and
subjective measurements of singing accuracy. The research described in this section
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highlights contributions to music education on singing research as related to this
dissertation study.
Research on Movement and Singing
Edwin Gordon (b. 1927), American music learning theorist, researcher, and
educator defines a developed musician as one who coordinates breathing with singing,
breathing with moving, and breathing with playing instruments, as well as breathing with
audiation (2003). Throughout Gordon’s research and writing, there is an emphasis on a
variety of movement experiences for students. Gordon developed Music Learning
Theory, his explanation for how humans learn music. Central to Music Learning Theory
are the premises of audiation, music aptitude, content learning sequence, and
measurement and evaluation of music. Gordon has supported his Music Learning Theory
through extensive empirical research (1965, 1967, 1974, 1976, 1979, 1984, 1986, 1989a,
1989b, 1990, 1996, 1997, 2003, 2007).
Music Learning Theory describes two types of learning: discrimination and
inference. “Discrimination learning is rote learning. It builds the students’ readiness to
transfer knowledge and skills to inference learning. Inference learning is conceptual
learning. It takes place when a student is unconscious of what he is learning because he
is teaching himself” (Gordon Institute for Music Learning, 2013).
Gordon was strongly influenced by Rudolph von Laban (1879-1958), Hungarian
dancer, choreographer, movement theorist, and educator. Laban asserted that movement
was an act that unites the physical, emotional, and mental experiences of life (Laban,
1960). Laban created a framework for movement analysis that describes all movement
through effort elements (Laban, 1960). Laban taught that all movements are
9

combinations of the effort elements—weight, flow, space, and time (See Figure 1).
Laban used combinations of the four effort elements to categorize another set of
movements he labeled fundamental actions—float, wring, press, glide, dab, flick, slash,
and punch (Laban & Lawrence, 1947).
From these effort elements and fundamental actions, Laban created a system of
notation to aid dancers and choreographers to preserve movement and dance formations
in written form that he labeled Labanotation (Laban & Lawrence, 1947). Laban’s
teachings were influential on the teaching philosophies of Edwin E. Gordon and Phyllis
Weikart.

Figure 1.
Laban Effort Graph

(Raphaël Cottin, 2010).

Gordon observes that the use of movement element flow is especially beneficial
to children. Children perform flexible and continuous movement with flow using the
entire body before they are able to move to beat (Gordon, 2003, p. 177). He also
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observes that experience with the movement element flow helps children develop a better
understanding of rhythm (Taggart et al., 2000). “A child will have difficulty sustaining a
consistent tempo in performance unless he or she can internalize the feeling of flow
through experience in movement activities” (Jordan, 1989, p. 322).
Gordon (2003) believes that rhythm is based in movement; the two cannot be
separated. He writes, “Rhythm is movement and cannot be understood apart from
movement as it interacts with breathing. Thus, rhythm, movement, and breathing are
inseparable” (Gordon, 2000, p. 2). Using Rudolph von Laban’s definitions of weight,
space, time, and flow, Gordon describes how one audiates and performs macrobeats,
microbeats, and melodic rhythm. Gordon (2003) writes,
Regardless of musical style, there cannot be rhythm in music without the
feeling of free-sustained and continuous movement in audiation. Some
instrumentalists do not participate in social dancing because they lack that
feeling. When continuous unbound flow is interrupted in audiation, it is
also interrupted in performance, so that counting and foot tapping, as
opposed to natural body movement, counteract free-sustained and
continuous movement. For a performer who cannot audiate weight, foot
tapping may solve the immediate problem of keeping time in ensemble
playing, for example, but it will contribute little to the long-term
development of musicianship. (p. 177)
Gordon recommends that teachers first help children kinesthetically experience
the feeling of beat without tension, and then assist children move to beat. He reminds
educators that moving to beat is always connected to the feeling of continuous flow that
underlies musical pulse. This view, emphasizing free flow and continuous fluid
movement as the core of children’s rhythmic development, differentiates Gordon’s Music
Learning Theory from the Dalcroze Method, Orff Approach, and Kodály Concept.
Because Gordon theorizes that both continuous and steady beat movement inform
dimensions of musicality such as humans’ general sense of rhythm, melodic rhythm, and
11

expression, it would be of interest for music educators to examine his theory on how
continuous fluid movement and steady beat movement affect specific aspects of musical
development and achievement.
Researchers have examined effects of movement instruction on elements of
singing performance in university and high school choral ensembles, elementary general
music settings, and preschool settings. The inclusion of movement and gestures in a
choral ensemble has positively affected dimensions of singing and musicianship
(Billingham, 2001; Chagnon, 2001; Hibbard, 1994; Wis, 1993). Wis examined the use of
movement and gesture in choral ensembles. She wrote, “Movement was a natural
phenomena to gain understanding via physical activities by virtue of the initial mode of
learning: physical sensory experiences” (Wis, 1993, p. 248). Wis believed that
movement acts as a physical metaphor for abstract concepts. Additionally, “movement
activities allow the choral educator to have a visible accountability system for the
learning that occurs in the rehearsal” (Wis, 1993, p. 248).
Researchers have analyzed conductors’ movements according to Laban’s effort
elements framework (Benge, 1996; Hibbard, 1994; Wis. 1993). Hibbard (1994)
examined one choral director’s use of movement and gesture in choral ensembles. From
these observations, Hibbard developed a grounded theory of the use of movement
instruction in choral settings, and created a list of fifty-seven movements that could be
used in teaching musical concepts. Hibbard suggested that movement serves as a
common denominator when working with singers of diverse musical skills” (p. 164).
Similarly, Billingham (2001) created a gesturing vocabulary based on Laban principles
that he applied effectively to choral works from several style periods (p. 10).
12

Chagnon (2001) based his study on the theoretical framework of Wis (1993) and
Hibbard (1994). Chagnon explored the effect of movement on choral singers’ ability to
learn their music. Chagnon observed five choral conductors who employed innovative
movement-singing techniques, and “found that three things generally happened when
singers moved in these choirs: the singers learned better and faster, acquired better
singing techniques, and became more expressive” (2001, p. 2). From his findings,
Chagnon (2001) indicated the “following eight technical effects, observed on the singers
he studied, can be applied to all singers who move while singing:
activation of an energetic management of breath; improved singing posture;
refined tone quality; improved tone projection; improved intonation
(singing in tune); internalized rhythm and tempo; ability to modify musical
articulation, diction attacks, releases, and timbre; and refined phrasing. (p. 3)
Chagnon believed that these eight effects are the essence for singing development.
For the scope of this research, I am most interested in two of Chagnon’s technical effects:
improved intonation, and internalized rhythm and tempo.
Other researchers have examined the effects of gestures in an elementary general
music school context. Martin (1991), and Youngson and Persellin (2001) found that the
inclusion of Curwen-Glover hand signs positively affected tonal pattern singing
performances of kindergarten and elementary aged children. Liao (2008) found that the
use of gestures improved the singing accuracy of tonal patterns for both males and
females in kindergarten. She also suggested that certain gestures were more effective for
tonal pattern singing than others.
Researchers have examined effects of full body and gross motor movement
instruction on dimensions of singing achievement in preschool, and elementary school
settings. Jones (1981) found that seven-year olds’ abilities to discriminate pitches were
13

positively affected by spatial reinforcement. Crumpler (1982) found first-grade students’
ability to perceive differences in pitch register and melodic contour improved after six
weeks of music instruction that included Dalcroze Eurhythmics.
Phillips and Aitchison (1998) suggested the inclusion of movement instruction
improved the vocal accuracy scores and attitudes toward general music class of fourth
through sixth grade students. Kim (2000) suggested that general music instruction that
included movement instruction was an effective tool to improve children’s singing voices
and their sense of tonality during singing performances. Chen (2007) revealed significant
differences in the singing performances of first grade students who received locomotor
instruction in comparison to students receiving non-locomotor movement instruction.
Chen suggested “whole body kinesthetic experiences could enhance some types of
learning” (p. 91). This aligns with neuroscience researcher Jensen’s claim that,
Certain kinds of movements can stimulate the release of the body’s natural
motivators. Two of the best are non-adrenaline and dopamine—triggered
through gross motor movements. These energizers wake up students,
increase energy levels, and improve their brains’ information storage and
retrieval systems in addition to making them feel good” (2000, p. 2).
Jensen’s brain research adds support to music educators claim about positive effects of
movement in the classroom. Additionally, researchers have investigated how movement
activities contribute to the development of these brain maps, or internal schemas.
Because researchers have concluded that movement contributes to the development of
internal schemas, it is important to examine if and how movement instruction contributes
to the development of stronger internal schemas for musical skill development.
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Movement and Music
Because movement is directly integrated into daily life, it would be easy to
overlook possible connections and benefits of movement on a music education, or even a
general education. Movement and music have historically been integrated disciplines
with evidence found in ancient Greek tragedy to African Tribes (Senogan-Zake, 1986;
Stone, 1998). A musician makes music voluntarily moving part of his or her body in
some capacity—be it the movement of the laryngeal vocal folds or the extension of an
arm/shoulder/wrist when striking mallets to a steel drum. For musicians with special
needs, or those who have difficulties moving their bodies, it is the job of the educator to
adapt and modify instruction for successful music making. From the smallest valve
depression from a trumpet player’s index finger, to the rapid and even rolls of a
timpanist’s wrist during a Mahler Symphony, movement is ever present and intrinsic to
music performance. “Therefore, the direct and natural path for the child’s understanding
of music and musical form, and his development of musicality, muscular coordination
and freedom of self-expression, lies in movement” (Nash, 1974, p. 80). Because
movement is integral to the act of music making, it would be a logical progression to
examine this relationship through a more empirical, quantitative lens.
It is common for music practitioners to include movement activities through the
teaching methodologies, theories, and approaches of Laban, Gordon, Weikart, Dalcroze,
Orff, and Kodály. Movement is diversely defined in educational research and can refer to
a number of instructional contexts such as the technical training of a dancer to the
physical development of an athlete (Lewis, 1998). Even in an attempt to narrow
movement to a music education context, movement is a still broad term that could
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technically be applicable to all music making because of its inherent nature, which
requires “changing positions in a way that can be seen, heard, or felt” (Oxford English
Dictionary, 2010). Nevertheless, the definitions and types of movement and movement
research found in this review of literature are equally varied, from the inclusion of studies
examining fine motor movements such as finger tapping, to studies examining gross
motor movements such as walking to a steady beat. There have been more movement
and music research studies from preschool through elementary school children. Fewer
movement and music studies have occurred with students in upper-elementary through
high school. This could “indicate a decline of movement in music classrooms as students
mature” (Ferguson, 2005, p. 5).
Movement in American Music Education
Although movement instruction in American general music education varies from
classroom to classroom, it has nonetheless been present and documented in a variety of
forms and practices for over 100 years (Campbell, 1991; Ferguson, 2005; McFarland,
2006). The psychologist and founding president of the American Psychological
Association, Granville Stanley Hall (1842–1924), first encouraged the use of movement
in the elementary classroom to enhance rhythmic learning and appreciation of music.
Hall wrote:
It is difficult for children to feel music without movement...Music should
go with steps and steps with music...To sit still and listen to stirring music
stunts musical development in a young child in its bud, for it feels music
chiefly as incitement to action. (1911, p. 117)
Although Hall supported the use of movement in the classroom and was able to
influence the philosophical and psychological foundations of the American educational
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system, he could not convince educators that movement was a deserving part of an
American education. Hall had difficulties attracting supporters of the benefits of
movement in the classroom. However, Hall’s student, John Dewey, was a more
successful champion of this cause within the American public school system. Dewey
(1859–1952) gained esteem for educational philosophies in which he advocated for a
more child-centered education, in which students experience learning. As Dewey’s
followers—members of the Progressive Movement—gained recognition for efforts to
philosophically change the education system to a more child-centered environment, the
inclusion of movement as a teaching tool gradually made an entry into public school
classrooms. Classroom teachers initially used movement “in an attempt to release
tension and stimulate intellect” (Campbell, 1991, p.13). As curriculum expanded to
include more subject areas, physical education teachers adopted folk dancing for the
classroom. Music teachers were the last to include movement in the classroom. Until the
early 1900s, “Music instruction in the primary and intermediate grades was equated with
singing in tune” (Campbell, 1991, p. 12).
Movement and Music Approaches and Methods
In the early twentieth century, movement and music became a topic worthy of
academic study. Psychologists, theorists, and music educators developed theories,
approaches, and methods on movement and music in childhood. Jean Piaget (1896–
1980), Emile Jaques-Dalcroze (1865–1950), Carl Orff (1885–1992), Zoltan Kodály
(1882–1967), and Rudolph von Laban (1879–1958), Phyllis Weikart (b. 1932), and
Edwin Gordon (b. 1927) are among leaders who have influenced general music teachers’
use of movement in the United States.
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Piaget (1896–1980) was a renowned researcher in the field of developmental
psychology and theory of human intelligence. From observations of his own children, he
theorized that researchers needed to examine kinesthetic experiences and overt actions as
possible sources for musical organization. Piaget believed that cognition is founded in
the physical experience (1963). According to Piaget, the “sensorimotor” stage of life,
which occurs from birth to approximately eighteen months of age, is a stage when
knowledge is gained through direct physical experience and exploration of the world
around him or her. Through these repeated interactions with the environment, the child
develops a ‘sensorimotor intelligence,’ which becomes the basis for developing an
understanding of the world (1963). Piaget believed that sensorimotor intelligence lays
the foundation for all future intellectual development (1963). Piaget’s theories of
sensorimotor intelligence can still be applied to modern neuroscience research that
indicates that “the brain forms maps, not only on the basis of the scenery, but also from
the body’s relationship to the scenery. More locations provide more unique learning
addresses” (Jensen, 2000, p. 34).
Swiss musician Emile Jacques-Dalcroze (1865–1950) formulated his approach to
music education based on the belief that rhythm is the source of musicality. Dalcroze
was the first music pedagogue to use the concept of musical rhythm as being connected
to motor sensations in the body, an idea developed from the work of Swiss educator
Pestalozzi (1746–1827). Pestalozzi advocated for active participation in education
(Pestalozzi, 1969). Dalcroze’s approach to music education emphasized three types of
musical learning: rhythmic movement—which he labeled Eurhythmics, ear training, and
improvisation. Since its origin, Eurhythmics has been further developed to incorporate
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non-rhythmic movements such as continuous fluid movement (John, 2012). Americans
read about Dalcroze’s Eurhythmics in magazine articles featured in Good Housekeeping
(Ingaham, 1911; Shehan-Campbell, 1991) and Literary Digest (Shehan-Campbell, 1991).
Although there was an awareness of Eurhythmics in America, Eurhythmics did not gain
initial widespread popularity amongst American educators until the mid 1920s. ShehanCampbell (1991) attributes music educators’ sluggish adoption of the Dalcroze approach
to an array of factors including: 1) lack of understanding the approach from only reading
about it; 2) lack of finances to attend the New York Dalcroze School; 3) traditional
approach to music education which focused on singing accuracy and musical literacy;
and 4) requirement that the Dalcroze approach be taught by certified teachers only.
Despite the initial hesitation to include movement in the classroom, and the initial
lack of pedagogical materials available for educators, “movement has become a standard
pedagogical practice in music classrooms [since the turn of the twentieth century], but not
without historical conflict over its use” (Campbell, 1992). Early American music
educators, theorists, and psychologists could not agree on why movement was crucial to a
child’s musical development. Additionally, unyielding disagreements about the types of
movements that were most beneficial to developing independent musicians arose. As a
result, two factions developed with contrasting beliefs on the use of movement in music
education.
One group of educators (Charles Farnsworth, Karl Gehrkins, Mabelle Glenn, and
James Mursell) reasoned that large motor movements were crucial to the development of
rhythmic understanding, and that rhythmic understanding could be developed through
physical experience (Campbell, 1991). Additionally, Mursell advocated for the inclusion
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of gross motor movements in music class because it assisted in children’s expression of
the “feeling in the music” (Mursell, 1956). Glenn and Gehrkins were members of the
Music Supervisors National Conference, predecessor to Music Educators National
Conference, and encouraged the use of Dalcroze Eurhythmics as an aid for teaching
rhythm in the 1930 Report of the National Council of Music Education.
In The Psychology of School Music (1931), Glenn and Mursell continued to
advocate for the teaching of rhythm through muscle movement:
It is generally recognized that when we experience rhythm we experience
muscular response. That is to say, the rhythm does not exist in the
stimuli—either in the tones or in the words. It exists in us, and we read it
into the stimuli. So, clearly, if we wish to give the pupils a keen feeling
for the rhythm of a song, we must produce a situation in which rhythm
will live and work potently in their bodies. Hence, rhythmic training must
be carried on by producing and guiding the right kind of muscular
response. (p. 187)
A more conservative and traditional group of educators (T. P. Giddings, Will
Earhart, Carl Seashore, Jacob Kwalwasser) believed that rhythm was an inherited trait
passed down from generation to generation. This faction avowed that no amount of
training could change one’s rhythmic understanding (Campbell, 1991). T.P. Giddings, a
strong opponent of rhythmic movement in the music classroom, stated, “Do no rhythm
work as it is usually done. No dancing, drawing, hopping, or other nonsense in the music
lesson…The only thing we have to teach is the recognition of rhythm from the printed
page (1910, p. 41). As an alternative, Giddings advocated for fine motor movement
practice through a complex system of finger tapping exercises. Although the former view
gained more supporters, the inclusion of both large and fine motor movements emerged
in pedagogy as a result of these contrasting philosophical convictions.
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During the 1930s, music education curriculum began to change. This became
evident with the advocacy and inclusion of movement activities in several early music
education texts, including the teacher’s edition of the 1929 Silver Burdett publication The
Music Hour, a music education series textbook. The Music Educators’ National
Conference published the Standard Course of Study in 1936, including movement as a
valuable component in elementary music curricula (McFarland, 2006). By 1940, music
curriculum with the inclusion of free and rhythmic movement was accessible to music
teachers through textbooks and literature.
Dalcroze’s Influence on Orff and Kodály
While these events were occurring in American education, Dalcroze’s influence
was evident in Europe through the development of two major pedagogical forces in
general music: the Orff-Schulwerk, and the Kodály Concept. Both the Orff-Schulwerk
and the Kodály Concept have profoundly influenced American general music education.
Orff, a German composer and music educator, created a music approach known as
Orff-Schulwerk. Like Dalcroze, Orff believed that rhythm was the most fundamental
element of music (Abramson, Choksy, Gillespie, & Woods, 1986; Orff, 1950).
Orff-Schulwerk instruction includes chanting, singing, moving and dancing,
playing instruments, improvising, and composing. This approach to music was first
popularized at the Guntherschule, a German music school that was founded by Dorothea
Gunther in 1924. It was not until the 1950s, when Carl Orff and Gunild Keetman
published the five volumes of Music for Children, a collection of Orff ensemble
arrangements, that the Orff approach gained international recognition. The creation of the
Orff Institute at the Mozarteum Academy for Music and Dramatic Arts in Salzburg in
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1961 furthered the principles and philosophy of the Orff approach; which have in turn
influenced American general music instruction. Currently, this is evident through the
10,000-plus members of the American Orff-Schulwerk Association (AOSA, 2013).
Zoltan Kodály (1882–1967), a Hungarian music educator and composer,
developed a philosophy of education that was developed during the 1940s and 1950s
entitled the Kodály Concept, also known as the Kodály Method. Kodály’s philosophies
of education served as the framework, which was then developed over a number of years
by his colleagues into a defined curriculum (Choksy, 1999). “Kodály’s method was first
presented to the international community in 1958 at an International Society for Music
Educators Conference,” and became more celebrated in American education in 1973,
with the establishment of the International Kodály Society at a symposium held in
Oakland, California (Choksy, 1999, p. 6).
The Kodály Concept is an experienced-based curriculum for the development of
basic musical skills, as well as the teaching of reading and writing of music. Singing was
the foundation for Kodály’s teaching, and he labeled it "the essence" of the Kodály
Concept. “He believed that singing was a powerful means of musical expression, and
that learning through singing should precede learning on an instrument” (Organization of
American Kodály Educators, 2012). He also believed that children should understand the
basics of reading music before learning the technical skills of an instrument. Kodály
used folk songs of Hungarian culture as repertoire for teaching. Teaching strategies were
adapted from a variety of sources from England and France pedagogues. Kodály believed
that solfège was the best aid to develop inner hearing, and used the pentatonic scale (do,
re, me, sol, la) for early training of children because of its predominance in Hungarian
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folk music. Kodály also used the moveable “do” system, borrowed from English choral
pedagogy, as a tool for teaching musical literacy (OAKE, 2012). Kodály adapted the
French educator Emile Chevé’s rhythm syllables, and borrowed the Sarah Glover and
John Curwen’s hand sign system, which are still closely associated with Kodály Concept
today (Chen, 2007; Choksy, 1998; Mark, 1996, Nye & Nye, 1992). When learning
solfège, children use hand signs to physically experience and then visualize melody.
According to Choksy (1998) the hand positions represent melodic pitches in a concrete
and visual way. The use of hand signs not only provides kinesthetic reinforcement of
relative pitch, but also aids tonal memory (p. 15).
Kodály was influenced by Dalcroze’s belief that movement is an important
medium for the internalization of rhythm (Landis, 1972). To reinforce rhythmic
concepts, educators using the Kodály Method incorporate an array of rhythmic
movements, such as walking, running, marching, and clapping. These movements may
be performed while listening to music or singing (Choksy, 1981; Landis, 1972). The use
movement in the Kodály Concept has evolved to include more creative, expressive, and
continuous fluid movements as well rhythmic movements through folk songs and games
(Johns, 2012).
Delsarte and Laban
Additionally, movement-based instruction has been shaped by the influence of
“François Delsarte, Rudolf von Laban, and physical educators who have advocated
alternatives to the traditional competitively oriented elementary physical education
program” (Lewis, 1998, p. 5). François Delsarte (1811–1871) was a French musician and
teacher who developed an acting style that attempted to connect the inner emotional
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experience of the actor with a systematized set of gestures and movements based upon his
own observations of human interaction. The Delsarte method became popular and was
taught worldwide. In America, many misinformed teachers did not fully grasp the idea of
connecting gestures to emotions, with resulted in contrived melodramatic posing.
Delsarte’s attempt to connect inner emotional experience to gesture had a profound
influence on Rudolph von Laban, who in turn influenced modern dance, and movement
education (Lewis, 1998).
Present-Day Movement and Music Researcher: Weikart
Phyllis Weikart (b. 1932), an American physical educator, developed the program
Education Through Movement: Building the Foundation, which uses a sequential,
movement-based learning process that is patterned after the active learning preschool
curriculum developed by the High/Scope Educational Research Foundation (1989).
Weikart advocates the importance of steady beat movement to develop rhythm
competence in children. She investigated beat competency of students in grade one
through three and found that although students could identify the beat of a piece of music,
less than half of the students across grade levels could synchronize their walking to the
beat of the music (Weikart, 1989).
Like Dalcroze, Orff, and Kodály, Weikart advocates for the inclusion of rhythmic
movement as well as continuous fluid movement in learning. Weikart writes:
The ability to feel and maintain steady beat is important for children to
develop in early childhood because we believe children with this ability
will be better able to master concepts in language and literacy,
mathematics, and other content areas as well as increase their body
coordination and related physical abilities. (2003, p. vii)
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Weikart has extended the ideas of previous educators with the formulation of
developmentally sequenced movement experiences, and the idea that the teacher acts as
facilitator who encourages students to describe and reflect on their actions and
movements (Weikart, 2003).
Through the established music teaching and learning theories and approaches of
Emile Jaques-Dalcroze, Edwin Gordon, Zoltan Kodály, Carl Orff, and Phyllis Weikart,
movement activities have been accepted as an important part of an elementary general
music curriculum. These music learning theories and approaches include movement as
an essential component for musical development and understanding. While many
researchers have examined relationships between movement and rhythmic skill
development, fewer researchers have examined effects of movement instruction on
singing skill development.
Research on Movement and Musical Development
Theories that movement facilitates thinking and learning are not new. Osgood
(1953) wrote, “It may be that motor tone merely serves as a facilitative agent for mental
activity, in general” (p. 651). Many music educators advocate the use of movement
instruction to develop a variety of musical skills and understanding (Achilles, 1991;
Andress, 1991). “Conventional wisdom supports the view that movement somehow
interacts with and facilitates rhythm perception and performance” (Radocy & Boyle,
2003, p. 182). For the scope of this paper, rhythm, or more precisely rhythmic behaviors,
will be defined as “a ‘movement marked by the regulated succession of strong or weak
elements’ (Oxford English Dictionary, 2010).
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The relationship among movement, rhythmic behaviors, and skill development
such as steady beat, beat coordination, synchronization, and tempo has been studied
through a multitude of developmental and experimental research designs. Researchers
have found relationships between movements and the initial development of rhythmic
behaviors (Moog, 1976; Reynolds, 1995; Sloboda, 1985).
Researchers have focused on one’s ability to synchronize steady beat to an
external stimuli, or perform rhythm patterns (Gardner, 1971; Petzold, 1966; Radocy &
Boyle, 2003). Others have concluded that a child’s ability to synchronize movement with
a visual and/or auditory stimulus increases with age (Christianson, 1938; Cox, 1977;
Ellis, 1992; Groves, 1969; Jersild & Bienstock, 1935; Moog, 1976; Schleuter &
Schleuter, 1985; Smoll, 1974; Thackray, 1972; Thomas & Moon, 1976; Walters, 1983;
Williams, Sievers, & Hattwick, 1933). Researchers have found that, for young children,
chanting a response is easier than clapping or tapping (Frega, 1979; Moog, 1976;
Rainbow, 1981; Schleuter & Schleuter, 1989).
Other researchers have suggested that a child’s ability to perform or reproduce rhythmic
patterns improves with age (Gardner, 1971; Klanderman, 1979, Petzold, 1966;
Rosenbusch & Gardner, 1968; Taylor, 1973).
The following experimental researchers have found significant effects of
movement instruction on the development of rhythmic behaviors or skills. Researchers
have studied the effects of movement instruction on the development of various rhythmic
skills including: development of aesthetic concepts (Rowen, 1966), rhythmic aptitude
(Cernohorsky, 1991; Moore, 1984; Pollatou, Karadimou, & Gerodimos, 2005), rhythmic
achievement (Blesedell, 1991; Coffman, 1949; Dowdy, 1995; Jordan, 1986), rhythm
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reading (Boyle, 1968; Davidson & Colley, 1987; Joseph, 1985), rhythm pattern
recognition (Joseph, 1982), music achievement (Douglass, 1977; Dowdy, 1995; Joseph,
1982), music reading (Boyle, 1970), steady beat perception, synchronization, and
performance (Cheek, 1979; Jersild & Bienstock, 1935; Rohwer, 1998), melodic rhythm
pattern performance (Dittemore, 1970), and instrumental music reading for beginners
(Skornicka, 1958).
Pollatou, Karadimou, and Gerodimos (2005) examined differences between girls’
and boys’ music aptitude, rhythmic ability, and performance in gross motor skills.
Researchers used three measures Primary Measures of Music Aptitude (PMMA),
Weikart’s (1989) High/Scope Rhythmic Competence Analysis Test (RCAT), and
Urlich’s (2000) Test of Gross Motor Development 2 (TGMD-2). “No significant
differences were found in music aptitude and gross motor skills performed by gender,
however girls outperformed boys in four of the six movements on the RCAT” (2005, p.
362). The researchers “suggested that since rhythmic competence is strongly related with
children’s motor coordination, more varied activities that combine music and rhythm
need to be examined” (2005, p. 368).
The use of movement instruction in combination with other musical activities in a
variety of tempi positively affected performance ability (Rohwer, 1998; Major, 1982;
Jordan, 1986; McCoy, 1989; Smoll, 1974). Researchers concluded that the
synchronization of movement is more difficult at slower tempi (Petzold, 1966; Thomas &
Moon, 1976; Rohwer, 1998; Walters, 1983), and more successful when the tempo of the
music is close to the child’s personal tempo (Walters, 1983). Personal tempo is described
as the basic rhythm observed in person's voluntary actions. Cheek (1979) found a
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significant relationship between sequential movement experiences and their effects on
fourth grade students’ understanding of musical elements, specifically their abilities to
discriminate meter.
Joseph (1982) studied the effects of Dalcroze Eurhythmics on kindergarteners’
abilities to recognize familiar rhythm patterns in unfamiliar music. Joseph concluded that
children receiving Eurhythmics instruction with improvisation faired better on musical
tasks such as recognizing familiar rhythm patterns in unfamiliar music. Joseph (1982)
stated:
In Dalcroze Eurhythmics, movement is not an end in itself; it is a means
for heightening music perception and clarifying abstract concepts by
relating physical motion to musical motion. Vocal and instrumental
improvisations are the synthesis of rhythmic movement and ear-training
innate creativity and accumulated experiences interact to produce one’s
personal musical statement. (p. 59)
Douglass (1977) found that the music achievement of fourth-grade general music
students improved with the use of rhythmic movement, although it is unclear the specific
types of rhythmic movements used in the study. Rohwer (1998) found that movement
instruction improved overt measures of rhythmic ability such as synchronizing tapping to
a steady beat at different tempi, performing on one’s instrument at different tempi.
However, movement instruction made no significant difference on students’ abilities to
perceive degrees of steadiness or tempo change in a listening test.
Research on Movement and Listening
Researchers have studied the effect of movement training on the teaching of
music listening (Cheek, 1979; Crumpler, 1982; Fardig, 1966; Joseph, 1982, Lewis, 1985;
Lewis & Schmidt, 1987; Mueller, 1993; Sims, 1976). Each study focused on selected
music elements (i.e., melody, rhythm, dynamics, tempo, and meter). Lewis (1985) found
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movement training to enhance the recognition of dynamics. Crumpler (1982) found that
Eurhythmics training enhanced melodic register and recognition of melodic direction.
Mueller (1993) found that movement also improved recognition of melodic progression,
while Sims (1976) found that it improved recognition of recurrence of familiar melody
and identification of ostinati and sequence.
Research on Movement and Attitude
Although most music educators express positive attitudes for the inclusion of
movement to develop a variety of skills, the amount of movement instruction varies
significantly from classroom to classroom. Connors (1995) researched the use of
movement in general music classrooms of the Los Angeles Unified School District and
suggests that a positive relationship between “a movement component included as part of
elementary music methods course(s) taken in college and the frequency with which
teachers provided movement opportunities for their students, teachers’ seeking interest in
additional training, how movement experiences were defined, and their perceptions
regarding the role of movement” all influence the teachers’ inclusion of movement in the
classroom (Connors, 1995, p. i).
Researchers and music educators deem the inclusion of movement activities in
music class as positive (Bowles, 1998; Carlson, 1983, 1984; Cheek, 1979; Gilbert, 1979;
Liao, 2000; Lewis, 1985; Rowen, 1966; Sims, 1988). Carson (1983) found that the
inclusion of meaningful movement experiences, movement customized for particular
interacting with pieces in music classes, affected the attitudes of fifth-grade students
positively. In a study by Bowles, students enrolled in kindergarten through fifth grade
preferred creative movement over structured dances (1998). While these studies provide
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us with valuable information, further research on music activity preferences and
movement preferences of students may aid music educators in preparing activities that
motivate students to achieve musical objectives (Bowles, 1998).
Research on Movement with No Effects
Several researchers (Brown, 1981; Cernohorsky, 1991; Dowdy, 1995; Jetter,
1978; Pietrowski, 2003) revealed a lack of effectiveness of movement training on
rhythmic aptitude, ability, or achievement. The lack of effectiveness could be
contributed to a variety of factors—including the experimental design, procedures,
complexity of required movement tasks, or developmentally appropriate music and
movement tasks.
Researchers have described the difficulties young participants have in
synchronizing their movements to an external musical source (Gordon & Martin, 1993;
Grieshaber, 1987; Rainbow, 1981). Salzberg and Wang (1989) suggested that
movements are more difficult than counting with younger musicians. Persellin (1993)
argued that students might concentrate more on movement than vocal rhythm pattern
responses because of difficulty of attaining to more than one task simultaneously. These
studies, although producing no significant results, illustrate the hypothesis that rhythmic
ability may increase with age, or may increase with training, or both.
It is possible that these studies revealed no significant results because of design,
procedures, or types of measurement. These highlighted studies are notable as they
continue to focus on the relationship between movement and rhythm. Nevertheless,
research on possible relationships between movement and other musical concepts
remains less examined.
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Summary: Research on Movement and Musicianship
Researchers, workshop clinicians, supervisors, classroom teachers, and music
students include movement in their programs because it is considered enjoyable and may
foster the development of musicianship, creativity, academic skills, social skills, and
body awareness.
If music specialists are to prepare students to become lifetime musicians,
researchers and educators must work side-by-side to examine and investigate learning
theories and pedagogical strategies to meet this goal. Through this research project, I
apprised the ideas espoused by past and present researchers, and investigated the effects
of movement instruction on singing achievement. Additionally, I strived to add
information to the current literature, and provide efficient, practical learning strategies for
music educators. With the review of literature in mind, I formulated the following
purpose statement and research questions.
Research Purpose and Questions
First, when controlling for age, how do pitch achievement scores (PAS) at the
outset compare to pitch achievement scores after instruction?
(1) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on children’s pitch
achievement scores (between subjects)?
(2) Is there a significant main effect of time on children’s pitch achievement
scores (within subjects)?
(3) Is there a significant instruction and time interaction?
Second, when controlling for age, how do rhythm achievement scores at the outset
compare to rhythm achievement scores after instruction?
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(4) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on children’s rhythmic
achievement scores?
(5) Is there a significant main effect of time on children’s rhythmic achievement
scores?
(6) Is there a significant instruction and time interaction?
Third, when controlling for age, how do singing voice development scores at the outset
compare to scores after instruction?
(7) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on children’s singing
voice development scores?
(8) Is there a significant main effect of time on children’s singing voice
development scores?
(9) Is there a significant instruction and time interaction?
Fourth, descriptively, what is the effect of gender on students’ pretest and posttest pitch
achievement scores, rhythm achievement scores, and singing voice development measure
scores?
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CHAPTER TWO
RELATED LITERATURE
Many general music teachers include movement in their elementary music
curricula. It is evident, anecdotally, qualitatively, and quantitatively, that movement is an
important component to a music class. However, because of high stakes testing and daily
curricula requirements of educators, it is unlikely that general music educators have the
instructional time to examine more specifically the kinds of movement instruction that
are most effective in the general music curricula, or how movement instruction may
affect musical skill development such as pitch accuracy and singing voice quality.
Both movement and singing are complex processes. All studies in Chapter One
influenced the purpose, questions, design, procedural, and analytical considerations of the
current study. In this chapter, I describe in more detail the research studies on movement
instruction, singing achievement and singing assessment that most directly influenced my
design choices. The studies are from four disciplines: neuroscience, music education,
psychology, and dance.
The studies I present first summarize what researchers have learned about
movement instruction and its affect on singing achievement. The studies I present second
review research about singing and singing assessment. As I describe these studies, I
articulate how I developed considerations for the purpose, questions, design, procedures,
and analyses of this dissertation study.
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The 2008 Liao Study
Liao (2008) examined the effect of gesture on children’s singing achievement,
specifically pitch accuracy. She also examined differences in gesture use among boys
and girls, and in gesture use and melodic motion. She was interested in examining
gesture as a way to enhance “children’s motor images and, as a result, make singing
easier” (p. 198). The following research questions were considered in the study:
1. Will gesture use aid young children’s vocal accuracy?
2. Will gesture use for a particular melodic motion have a more positive
effect?
3. Will there be any difference for boys and girls when using gestures in
singing?
Subjects were eighty children, five and six years of age, from four different
kindergarten classes in Chungli and Hsinchu, Taiwan. The kindergartens were selected
geographical convenience and the willingness of administrators to grant access to
children. Liao randomly selected the children from each kindergarten. Liao conducted a
pilot with a small sample (n = 6) to test and modify elements of design, procedures, and
measurement of her study.
To measure vocal accuracy, Liao first created a singing measure from six tonal
patterns for her study. She believed that no existing tonal patterns were appropriate for
her research design, so she created her own. She labeled these patterns: Ascending,
Descending, Repetition, Steps, Small Leap, and Large Leap. These patterns consisted of
three pitches in the key of E Major. Patterns consisted of ascending (Ascending) and
descending major triads (Descending), a repeated pattern on the dominant (Repetition),
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an ascending major second from tonic to supertonic (Steps), an ascending major third
from tonic to mediant (Small Leap), and an ascending fifth from tonic to dominant (Large
Leap). Considering research findings about song presentation (Gordon, 1984; Goetze,
1985; Rutkowski & Runfola, 1997), Liao used the neutral syllable “bum” rather than text
for assessing children’s singing. Three music education professors agreed that these six
tonal patterns were an appropriate for measure for Liao’s study. The gestures Liao used
in her study to accompany the tonal patterns included opening arms to sides (for
Ascending), closing arms from sides to the center (for Descending), sweeping the hands
forward (for Repetition), and opening–closing hands (for Steps, Small Leap, and Large
Leap).
Liao designed her procedures so she would first teach the subjects in groups in
their kindergarten’s common area, and then test them individually after group instruction.
Her instruction first included puppet play to motivate and encourage children to sing and
practice tonal patterns. She then played an imitative movement game in which she
combined gestures and tonal patterns. The researcher used verbal instructions to
articulate directions for gestures. Next, Liao asked the children to watch a video in which
she explained the testing process. After practice, Liao tested all children individually on
the six tonal patterns with and without gestures. “To eliminate the order effect caused by
practice, each child picked one of eight cards to decide to sing with or without gestures
first” (p. 199).
Liao tested children in a quiet space in their classrooms. She created a mat with
two footprints that she affixed to the floor so that each child would maintain the same
posture throughout the test. Each child sang six tonal patterns individually, with and
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without gestures. Liao prerecorded procedures and prompts on a videotape to ensure that
each child received a consistent testing stimulus. The researcher recorded singing
performances with a digital recorder. Qualitatively, the researcher asked each subject if
they enjoyed using gestures while singing after the singing test, and logged comments.
She noted many positive comments on gesture use.
Liao used criteria from Junda and Young’s five-point Likert type scale to assess
singing performances in her study (Rutkowski & Runfola, 1994, p. 4). She asked three
music educators who were experienced in assessing children’s singing to rate
performances. The rating scale, from 1 (low) to 5 (high), included the following criteria:
1. This child does not follow the direction of the melody.
2. This child sings the direction of the tones but with incorrect intervals.
3. This child sings correct intervals but starts on the wrong pitch.
4. This child sings short patterns correctly.
5. This child sings varied melodies of steps and skips with accuracy.
(Liao, 2008, p. 202)
Liao’s results indicated that children performed the tonal patterns more accurately
when using gestures. The effect of gesture was greater for girls than boys. “Girls
performed more accurately than boys in every tonal pattern regardless of whether they
sang with or without gestures. The effect of gesture was positive but the effect in each
melodic motion showed very little variation” (p. 203). Children performed differently
among the tonal patterns. Children were most successful in singing an ascending major
second pattern and least successful in singing an ascending major triad pattern.
The results were consistent with previous studies (Chagnon, 2001; Hibbard, 1994;
Liao, 2002; Liao & Davidson, 2007; Wis, 1993). Liao also suggested that the successful
use of gestures in singing could also be due to a positive attitude toward kinesthetic
learning. This discussion point is consistent with previous studies (Carlson, 1983, 1984).
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Considerations
Liao’s study influenced the current study in several ways. Although in her
procedures children performed gestures using non-locomotor movements (i.e., their feet
were planted on the mat to discourage children from moving away from that spot), I was
at first interested in designing procedures that would encompass a combination of fine
and gross motor movements within the procedures. I considered including gestures that
would directly relate to the story of the stimulus song, King Kong Kitchie. As I reviewed
the literature, I located more studies on effects of fine-motor movements, gestures, and
Curwen-Glover hand signs (Martin, 1991; Yarbrough, 1991; Youngson & Persellin,
2001) than gross motor movements and singing achievement. Because research on the
effects of gross/locomotor movements on singing performance was more limited, I chose
to include these types of movements in the current study.
Sample and Design
While Liao used a kindergarten sample, I was more interested in a cross section of
elementary school grades. Liao taught tonal patterns and movement instruction and
tested subjects within a kindergarten class all on the same day. This part of the design
captured my attention. I was influenced by Liao’s choice to collect data in one session
with the students. What was not clear about her design was the time period between
group instruction of subjects in the kindergarten common area and individual testing
time. Because I wanted to maintain consistency in length of time between pretest and
posttest measures, I chose to sequence procedures that would be completed by subjects
individually during one, 30-minute treatment. I was also influenced by the shorter data
collection period because of current challenges to conduct research in public school. It
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has become more challenging to conduct research in school settings due to limited music
instruction time, and limited permissions to pull students from academic subjects that are
included in high-stakes testing and statewide assessment.
Results
I was also influenced by the results from Liao’s research questions about effects
of gender on singing accuracy. Her research supported findings from previous studies in
which girls sing more accurately than boys, whether with or without gestures (Davies &
Roberts, 1975; Goetze, 1985; Green, 1994; Moore et al., 1995; Phillips & Aitchison,
1997). In Liao’s discussion of her findings, she considers possible social and cultural
reasons that may override differences in physical attributes between the two genders for
the singing results in her study. Because effects of gender interested me in the contexts
of movement and singing, I decided to examine effects of gender descriptively.
The 2000 Kim Study and the 2007 Chen Study
Kim (2000) examined the effect of sequential movement activities on individual
singing responses of children. She investigated the effects of movement activities on
singing scores under three treatment conditions: movement while singing, singing, and a
control. Kim additionally compared developmental tonal aptitude scores for subjects
among the three groups before and after the study.
Kim compared individual singing responses of 78 first-grade children in a school
that did not employ a music teacher, and whose students did not have music instruction
from their classroom teachers. The school from which Kim sampled subjects was located
in a middle-class, suburban elementary school in the Southeast part of the United States.
From 11 intact first-grade classes, she randomly selected three, and then randomly
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assigned each class to one of three groups: children who (a) participated in movement
activities while singing, (b) did not participate in movement activities while singing, and
(c) did not participate in any movement or music activities.
Two treatment groups received music instruction for 30 minutes once a week for
10 weeks. Kim used identical singing materials from Jump Right In: The Music
Curriculum, Book I (Taggart et al, 2000). Group A (n = 27) received singing instruction
with movement activities, Group B (n = 26) received the same singing instruction
without any movement activities, and Group C (n = 25), the control group, received no
singing or movement instruction.
Before and after the 10-week treatment period, Kim taught subjects a criterion
song and audiocassette-recorded each subject’s individual singing performance, and
administered the tonal subtest of Gordon's Primary Measures of Music Audiation
(PMMA-T). Three independent evaluators rated each subject's use of singing voice as
measured by Rutkowski's Singing Voice Development Measure (SVDM) and sense of
tonality as measured by the Kim's Measure of Sense of Tonality (MST).
Rutkowski (1990) has reported inter-judge reliability for SVDM as .93 for
kindergarten students with a criterion song in minor tonality. Levinowitz, et al. (1998)
reported that the SVDM was reliable for students in first through fifth grade students with
a criterion song in a major tonality. Kim reported a range of inter-judge reliability
coefficients from .89 to .94 for the SVDM, and .93 to .95 for the MST, which was
considered reliable for her study.
Kim analyzed data using three Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVA) to examine
differences among the three groups on posttest scores of PMMA-T and posttest ratings of
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SVDM and MST. Kim found significant differences for Group A and Group B on the
SVDM and MST, but not the PMMA-T. “Post hoc group comparisons indicated that
Group A (movement treatment) scored highest on the SVDM and MST among the three
groups. There were no statistically significant differences in PMMA-T posttest scores
among the three groups (p. 40).
From these results, Kim (2000) suggested that (a) music instruction with
sequential Laban-based movement activities benefit children's singing voices and sense
of tonality, (b) sequential movement activities should be presented in conjunction with
related music activities, and (c) ten weeks of music instruction for only 30 minutes per
week was not sufficient to make a statistically significant increase on subjects’ PMMA-T
scores, and (d) a lack improvement in the control group’s SVDM scores and MST scores
highlights the need for quality singing experiences for first-grade children. Kim
recommended that music teachers examine the effects of movement instruction on
PMMA-T scores after music instruction in duration longer than 10 weeks.
The 2007 Chen Study
Chen (2007) investigated the effects of movement-based instruction on singing
performances of elementary school students. “The research questions were (1) Do
instructional methods (locomotor/whole body movement, non-locomotor) and music
aptitude affect singing performance relative to tonal, rhythm, and expression dimensions?
(2) Does music aptitude affect tonal and rhythm dimensions of singing performance?” (p.
30). The subjects were 66 first-grade students in two intact classes from Yuang-Lin
Elementary School in Taiwan. The researcher used a two-group experimental design for
the main study.
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To address the first research question, Chen randomly assigned a class as
Experimental Group One (locomotor/whole body movement), and the second group as
Experimental Group Two (non-locomotor movement). The researcher was the instructor
for both groups; instruction for each group consisted of two, forty-minute general music
lessons for ten weeks. She delivered music instruction to both groups that included
common music education objectives through skill-developing activities such as singing,
playing instruments, moving body parts to macrobeat and microbeat pulse. Experimental
Group One (n = 34) received two, 40 minutes weekly of music instruction that included
locomotor/whole body movement activities focusing on body awareness, weight, space,
energy, and time—effort factors espoused by the teachings of Rudolf Von Laban.
Experimental Group Two (n = 32) received identical duration of music instruction.
Instead of Laban-based locomotor movements, non-locomotor movement activities
focused on steady beat. The two experimental groups were identical in music instruction
except for the movement component.
During the tenth week of the experiment, Chen taught the criterion song to all
students. Students performed the song individually and she audio-recorded their
performances for the posttest. Three qualified raters evaluated students’ singing
achievement of the recorded performances using a researcher-designed rating scale with
three dimensions. Two were continuous (tonal and rhythm accuracy), and one was
additive (expression). Inter-rater reliability on the ratings was at an acceptable level. To
address the second research question, Chen assessed students’ music aptitudes using
Intermediate Measures of Music Audiation (IMMA) before instruction (Chen, 2007).
Results revealed a significant difference (p = .05) in favor of Experimental Group One
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(locomotor movement group) on total singing performance. No significant differences
were revealed for Experimental Group Two (non-locomotor movement group). Further
analyses of instructional method on each dimension of singing performance with
Bonferroni correction showed that there were no significant differences (p = .017)
between groups on any of the three dimensions of singing performance.
To examine the effect of music aptitude on singing performance, students within
groups were assigned to high or low music aptitude groups according to their aptitude test
scores. Results for students with high music aptitude had almost identical tonal and
rhythm singing performances scores as students with low music aptitude.
From this study, Chen concluded that Laban-based movement instruction
significantly affected singing performance achievement. Music aptitude had no
significant effect on singing performance in this study. Chen suggested that other factors
(i.e., vocal model, grouping of aptitude groups, classroom setting, time between learning
criterion song, and posttest) might have interacted to affect singing performance scores.
Influence of the Kim and Chen Studies on the Present Study
Both Kim’s and Chen’s research studies included the philosophies and teaching
approaches of Dalcroze, Gordon, and Weikart as frameworks for their research purposes,
questions, design, sample, and results. Considering Kim’s (2000) and Chen’s (2007)
results, researchers and music educators can begin to understand that movement activities
within a general music context affect children’s singing performances.
Questions and Design
Kim’s research problem investigating effects of Laban-based movement activities
on singing performance scores of first grade children was unique among those in the
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literature review. Given the premise that moving with continuous flow bolsters body
awareness and can contribute to coordination among breathing, moving, and singing
(Gordon, 2003), the possibility to learn more about the effects of that type of movement
on singing voice quality and achievement intrigued me.
Chen’s study influenced my study in several ways. I was interested in Chen’s
first research question, “(1) Do instructional methods (locomotor/whole body movement,
non-locomotor) and music aptitude effect singing performance relative to tonal, rhythm,
and expression dimensions?” (p. 30). Although I initially considered including music
aptitude as a variable in my study, ultimately, due to limitations of sample size, I chose
not to include it. After reading Chen’s results that music aptitude did not significantly
affect subjects’ singing performance scores, I focused my research questions on
dimensions of singing performance: pitch, rhythm and singing voice quality.
Sample Population
Both Kim’s and Chen’s and sample population included first grade children only.
Although I considered the inclusion of first grade students, I was interested in examining
the effects of age and singing achievement. Previous researchers have examined effects
of a child’s age on vocal pitch accuracy and have reported that accuracy improves with
age (Brophy, 1997; Cooper, 1995; Flowers & Dunne-Sousa, 1990; Green, 1994; Goetze
& Horii, 1989; Levinowitz, 1989; Moore et al., 1995; Petzold, 1966; Phillips &
Aitchison, 1997). Considering these studies, I chose a sample that included students in
second, third, and fourth grades.
Kim’s three-treatment group design directly influenced me to include three
treatment groups in the design of my study. Like Kim, I designed a treatment group that
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received continuous fluid movement, a treatment group that received steady beat
movement, and a control group that received no movement activities. For the treatment
group receiving continuous fluid movement, I guided subjects to move their whole body
with free and bound flow. Like Kim and Chen, I included locomotor and non-locomotor
movements in my procedures. For the treatment group receiving steady beat movement
instruction, subjects experienced non-locomotor movements including patsching legs,
patting shoulders, tapping the floor, flapping arms, and locomotor movements included
marching, jumping, swaying, and walking to the macrobeat of the stimulus song.
As a control, the third treatment group in my design did not move. Instead, they
watched as I guided them through a listening map, a common general music tool. I did
this so that the children would still be participating in a music education activity, while
listening and interacting with me the same number of times as both movement groups.
Treatment Period
Both Chen and Liao used a 10-week treatment that included weekly instruction
the length typical for a general music class (30-45 minutes). Most movement procedures
in studies I reviewed for this research took place over the span of several weeks of
instruction (Goetze, 1985; Leighton & Lamont, 2006). I wanted to know more
information about how the researchers chose the 10-week period as an appropriate
treatment length. I understand that students develop musical knowledge and skills over
time; however, I could not find researchers’ rationales for their treatments of one week,
10 weeks, or 52 weeks. That piqued my curiosity. Even though several researchers
recommended treatments longer than 10 weeks, I wondered about the possible negative
affects of over-learning, or the possibility of diminishing returns. I wondered whether
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there were more immediate affects that could be observed after one, 30-minute
treatment—a timeframe similar to general music class teachers typically have with their
students. Considering this, I opted to design treatments that would last no more than 30
minutes.
Evaluation and Results
Both Chen’s and Kim’s choice to employ three raters to assess dimensions of
singing performances are not unusual. I considered developing my own assessment for
singing achievement evaluation, and looked for a measure that had shown to be reliable.
Like Kim, I decided to use Rutkowski’s 1990 Singing Voice Development Measure. The
results of Chen (2007) and Kim (2000) affirm the results of several prior studies that
demonstrate movement instruction affects tonal accuracy and discrimination”
(Apfelstadt, 1984; Crumpler, 1982, Lewis, 1985; Mueller, 1993) “and rhythmic skills”
(Boyle, 1970; Cheek, 1979; Douglass, 1977; Joseph, 1982).
Singing Achievement Measures
Researchers have designed various measures to assess developing singing skill,
and various singing tasks. In this section I will describe two influential studies that
examined dimensions of singing performance, and how these researchers’ use of humanbased and technology-assisted assessment influenced the considerations, design
procedures, and analysis of the current study.
The 1985 Goetze Study
Goetze’s purpose was to contribute to music educators’ knowledge about the
development of singing skills in elementary school students. She examined two factors
of pitch accuracy. First, she compared effects of children’s unison singing to individual
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singing. Second, she compared the effect of singing on the neutral syllable “loo” to
singing with text. She examined these two research questions in relation to grade level
and gender.
One hundred sixty-five students, from kindergarten, first, and third grades, who
were from randomly selected classes in three elementary schools in Boulder and Denver,
Colorado, participated in the study. The populations of the schools differed in
socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds and were located in a variety of urban and rural
settings.
Goetze composed two melodic phrases of equal length, range, and difficulty for
measuring accuracy. Subjects sang one phrase as an individual “echo” response to the
investigator; the other phrase was sung in unison with a small group, and was repeated
within a four-phrase song. Both examples were sung with text and with the neutral
syllable “loo.”
Within their classrooms, the children were introduced to the investigator,
procedures, equipment, and musical examples. In another room to which the students
came in small groups, individual singing responses were recorded in the presence of two
other subjects. Three additional subjects joined the group for unison singing responses.
The subjects wore contact microphones, which eliminated extraneous acoustical signals.
The researcher recorded children’s singing performances with a microphone, which was
fed into one-track of a four-track tape recorder.
Using the computer program Visi-Pitch™, an acoustical analysis program often
used for speech therapy, Goetze determined the frequency in Hertz, of each note subjects’
singing performances. The researcher calculated two scores, a Pitch Measure, and
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Contour Measure, for each of the following singing tasks: singing individually with text
(IT), singing individually with “Loo” (IL), singing in Unison with text (UT), and singing
in unison with “Loo” (UL). Goetze analyzed the data by a comparison of means,
Analysis of Variance, Cross-tabulation, and Chi Square to provide results to the research
questions.
From the analysis, Goetze’s results indicated that subjects sang more accurately
when singing: 1) individually compared to unison, 2) on a neutral syllable, and 3)
individually on a neutral syllable. Kindergarten and first grade subjects benefitted more
from singing on a neutral syllable than third grade subjects. Third grade subjects sang
more accurately than kindergarten or first grade subjects. Girls sang more accurately
than boys, and the difference between boys’ individual and unison responses was greater
than that of girls’ individual and unison responses. Goetze’s study on singing accuracy
directly influenced the current study in design, sample, procedures, data collection, and
results.
Results and Analysis
Because Goetze found that subjects sang more accurately when singing
individually, I included individual instruction in the current study. Because Goetze found
that students were more successful when singing a neutral syllable, second, third, and
fourth grade subjects in my study sang the criterion song measure on a neutral syllable.
Goetze recorded singing performances with a four-track cassette recorder, and
used Visi-Pitch to analyze the raw singing data. This first influenced me to investigate
technology-assisted assessment for singing analysis. Her research brought several
considerations to the forefront of my decision-making process for singing analysis. I first
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needed to investigate how other researchers had used computer and human-based
evaluation of singing performance. I examined many different computer-based
acoustical analyses programs including: Amadeus™, Audacity™, AudioEdit Deluxe™,
Dartfish™, EarTrainer Programmer™, Praat, SmartMusic™, Visi-Pitch™, VoceVista™,
Wave Editor™, and WaveRunner™. This examination of programs and software
influenced my choices for the inclusion of computer-based assessment in the current
study. I considered the cost of the software, the level of knowledge and training required
to use the software successfully, the user-interface, and the tasks the programs were
capable of completing. This examination led me to the software program I would use for
part of the analysis of the dissertation study; Praat Software created by Paul Boersma and
Sweenink (2009).
From Goetze’s (1985) study, researchers and music educators may know that
elementary school children sing more accurately individually, and on a neutral syllable.
Girls typically sing more accurately than boys. Grade affects singing accuracy.
The 2006 Leighton and Lamont Study
The purpose of this study was to examine children’s singing achievement across a
range of singing tasks in a school setting. Singing tasks included an own-choice song, a
test battery, and test songs. The sample included 28 children (17 males and 11 females)
ages 4 years 11 months to 6 years and 6 months. All participants attended an elementary
school in Shopshire, England, where the majority of students were of white ethnicity,
with an above average number of students taking free school lunch (Leighton & Lamont,
2006). Because this study was a longitudinal study that took place over two years,
researchers described two parts of the study: Phase One and Phase Two.
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Phase One began with 48 participants in two combined classes and Phase Two,
conducted two years later, followed up with 37 participants of the initial sample. Before
beginning Phase One of the study, researchers visited the school several times to explain
the study. The researchers asked the children to think about a short song that they would
like to sing when the project began. This song of choice would be one part of
participants’ individual pretest. The second part of the pretest included a test on a range
of singing tasks including “repeating single notes, melodic fragments, and pitch glides (p.
315). This singing test was first used in the research of Welch et al. (1997), and modified
for the current research for two main reasons. First, Welch et al.’s original singing test
included sine waves and a trained male chorister as the vocal models. Leigh and Lamont
noticed that these vocal models were unfamiliar to the participants, and distracted them
from the singing tasks. The researchers also noticed the difficulty the participants had
singing some of the 5-note melodic fragments and 4-direction pitch glides. To ameliorate
these challenges, the researchers “used real complex musical tones instead of sine waves,
a 13-year old untrained girl for the recording, and excluded the more complex and
difficult items for this particular age-range (p. 316). During four weeks of instruction,
the regular music teacher taught participants two new songs. These songs had a pitch
range of middle C to A. After the instruction period, researchers tested participants’
singing of the two treatment songs in two contexts: The first context that participants
sang was “individually with the researcher present (individual singing). “As a practice
for individual singing recording, each child heard a recording of both the songs and was
invited to sing along with them the second time. For the recordings, no starting note was
given and children chose a note of their own to begin.
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The second context in which participants sang was within a large group of
approximately 40 children. Researchers recorded individuals while singing in the school
hall, reflective of their normal school setting” (p. 318). Leigh and Lamont (2006) were
able to record individual participants singing within a large group of singers by using
lightweight headsets with microphone attachments. These headsets were connected to
small battery-operated cassette recorders. “The cassette recorders were placed in a
zipped bag, and secured around the child’s waist to enable maximum freedom of
movement” (p. 317). Before researchers recorded participants within the large group
setting, the participants practiced the two songs altogether with their regular music
teacher. The teacher sang the word ‘Ready,’ on the starting pitches of the two songs.
The teacher checked her pitch on the piano and indicated the tempo by the way she sang
(p. 318). “The second phase of the study repeated these procedures with minor
procedural improvements” (p. 315). Phase Two involved testing participants with an
already known song as well as a new song. The known song of Phase Two had a range
of the B below middle C to the B above middle C, and the new song of phase two had a
range of D to A. Like Phase One, the participants had four weeks of music instruction.
Complete data on every task was available for a subset of 28 participants from
both Phase One and Phase Two. The researchers analyzed singing with Praat Software
for pitch accuracy for all singing conditions. Additionally, Leighton and Lamont (2006)
created a voice assessment scale to show the range of subjects’ singing behaviors,
“ranging from no response at all through spoken, chanting, and varying degrees of
singing. This scale was used to compare own-choice and test songs directly, since pitch
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accuracy was not always possible for the own-choice songs (some of which were
unknown to the researchers)” (p. 320).
Figure 2.
Voice Assessment Scale
————————————————————————————————————
Score Description of Behavior
———————————————————————————————————
0

No response

1

Spoken or chanted more or less on a monotone

2

No use of real singing tone, chanted with some pitch variation

3

Minimal use of singing tone, some pitches maintaining pitch control

4

Forced tone or shouted, rather than sung, affecting pitch control

5

Some use of singing tone, short groups of notes with stable pitch

6

Mostly sung with good singing tone, with stable pitching within one whole phrase

7

Good singing tone, generally stable pitching over two or more consecutive
phrases
(Leighton & Lamont, 2006, p. 320)
Results
Difference scores on the singing tasks (test battery) were subjected to a factorial

analysis of variance with within-subjects factors of phase (Phase One and Phase Two)
and test battery type (six levels: single notes, three note fragments, four note fragments,
two not glides, two direction glides, and three direction glides) and the between-subjects
factor of gender. There was no significant difference between boys (M = 186.544) and
girls (M = 209.377). The two songs in Phase One did not lead to different accuracy
scores. The two songs in Phase Two led to significantly different accuracy scores, with
more accuracy on the new song. Researchers analyzed participants’ singing tasks. Age
significantly affected test battery and voice assessment scores. Pitch accuracy was not
affected by gender. At the beginning of school, own-choice songs were best, but two
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years later that advantage had disappeared and novel songs were sung best in individual
context. The results indicated that children perform at different levels of accuracy
depending on the task.
Influences on the Current Study
Researchers have composed their own songs or used simple folk songs as a
measure of singing achievement. Often these songs are unfamiliar to the subjects, and
the subjects are expected to learn these songs over a specified instruction time (Goetze,
1985; Green, 1994; Levinowitz, 1989, Rutkowski, 1990). This has been a common
elementary general music practice and is high in ecological validity (Leighton & Lamont,
2006). Leighton and Lamont included simple folk songs as measure of singing
achievement as well as isolated pitches, tonal patterns, and pitch glides. I noticed that
three of the four test songs in this study did not include pitches that required participants
to use head voice, or sing above the lift. Also, all test songs included text. Although
prior researchers have had mixed results on the effects of text and singing accuracy, I
carefully considered these options when composing the criterion song measure for the
current study. For the current study, I opted to compose a criterion song without words to
allow subjects to focus on the musical dimensions of the song. I also included three
pitches within the song that are above the singing lift. Similar to Leighton and Lamont’s
procedure to have the music teacher sing “Ready” on the starting pitch of the test songs to
help the participants practice singing, I included a four beat preparatory sequence on the
tonic of my criterion song. It included the sung instruction of, “Read-y, sing!” The
purpose of this preparatory sequence was to quickly establish the tonic, tempo and meter
of the song (See Appendix P for Preparatory Sequence Notation).
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Leighton and Lamont’s use of equipment to record participants’ singing
influenced my considerations on how best to record subjects’ singing performances.
Because most subjects in my study participated in movement activities, I thought it would
be too cumbersome to have subjects wear headsets and recording devices. I was able to
include high-quality recording devices in the treatment room that were of minimal
distraction to the subjects. I was also at an advantage to record subjects individually, and
not in a large group of other singers.
From Leighton and Lamont’s findings, researchers have confronted several
challenges when assessing children’s singing achievement. Challenges have included
identifying appropriate singing tasks, determining the most appropriate assessments, and
considering singing within a specific context (Leighton & Lamont, 2006).
Relationships Among the Goetze, and Leighton and Lamont Studies to the Present Study
Both Goetze, and Leighton and Lamont tested children singing individually and
within a group setting. They investigated effects of text on singing accuracy. Both used
individual recording devices to capture subjects’ singing performances. Their findings
point toward the importance of context in singing assessment, and influenced me to test
subjects individually, and without text.
Many researchers have created assessments that fit their specific research
problems and questions. Researchers have used human-based assessment and
technology-assisted assessment, or a combination of both. After much consideration, I
thought it important to use both human-based and technology-assisted assessment
because both measures can provide insight into different aspects of singing achievement.
I invited three music educators with expertise in the instruction and assessment of
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children’s singing voices to evaluate subjects’ singing voice quality with Rutkowski’s
Singing Voice Development Measure (1990), and I used Praat Software to assist in
analyzing pitch and rhythm achievement of subjects’ pretest and posttest singing
performances of the criterion song measure. Although I used both human and computerbased assessment, I noticed issues in the assessment of singing achievement that I will
discuss in detail in the Results and Discussion sections of this study (See page 91).
Summary of Chapter Two
The studies I described in this chapter directly and indirectly influenced the
current study. Research on effects of movement instruction and singing achievement led
me to the question of what kinds of movement are most beneficial. Movement
instruction positively affects children’s singing performances (Chen, 2007; Kim; 2000;
Liao, 2008). Liao (2008) showed that the use of gesture improved vocal accuracy of
kindergarten subjects. Chen indicated that Laban-based movement instruction within a
general music context affected first-grade students. Kim’s study indicated that the use of
locomotor and whole body movement instruction within a general music context
significantly affected first grade students’ singing voices and sense of tonality.
Research on movement and singing has typically taken place over several weeks,
but I was curious about the minimal amount of time movement effects singing
achievement. Research focusing on singing tasks and the pros and cons of both human
and computer assessment of singing helped me consider song presentation as well as
assessments for the current study. Goetze (1985) found that singing individually and on a
neutral syllable was most effective for singing achievement of kindergarten, first, and
third grade subjects. Her innovative use of technology for singing assessment was highly
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influential to my decision to use Praat Software. Leighton and Lamont’s longitudinal
study (2006) showed effects of gender on singing task. Their use of human and
computer-based assessments also influenced data analysis of the current study.
In this chapter, I outlined the most influential studies for the formulation of the
purpose, research questions, and design for the present dissertation study. In the next
chapter, I will describe and outline the methodology I chose for investigating the effects
of movement instruction on singing achievement scores of elementary school children.
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CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Research Study Timeline
On May 24, 2011, Temple University Institutional Review Board, Committee B,
for human subjects research in Social and Behavioral Sciences deemed that the methods
for the pilot to be based on regular educational practices and posed no more than minimal
risk to subjects, They approved, through expedited review, Protocol # 13884 for the pilot
study portion of this dissertation research. I collected pilot study data between September
21, 2011 and October 21, 2011. As will be described within this chapter, because changes
to the main study based on the pilot study were minimal, on December 13, 2011 Temple
University IRB Committee B approved, through expedited review, Protocol # 70767 for
the dissertation research (See Appendices A, X for letters granting permission to
subjects). I collected main study data between January 21, 2012, and May 30, 2012.
Subjects and Setting
Subjects for the pilot study (N = 35) and main study (N = 143) were students who
attended a suburban elementary school in the Northeast part of the United States. In both
studies, subjects were students 7 to 11 years old, enrolled in second, third, or fourth
grade. I selected both samples from one elementary school in each study to ensure all
subjects received the same kind of music instruction from the general music specialist,
and the same instruction from me during the study. According to the school district’s
office, demographics for students in this elementary school during the 2010-2011 school
year were as follows: 65.4% Caucasian, 17.8% African American, .4% American Indian,
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5.8% Asian/Pacific Islander, 8.1% Hispanic/Latino, and 2.5% Multi-Racial. The
socioeconomic status of the subjects was a mixture of upper-middle, middle, and lower
class. Approximately one-third of students qualified for free or reduced lunch in the
school.
Design
To investigate the effects of movement instruction under three treatments on
children’s singing achievement scores, I used a three-group, pretest and posttest
experimental design in the pilot and dissertation study. Each treatment group received a
different type of instruction: continuous fluid movement (FLOW), steady beat movement
(BEAT), or a listening map activity (LISTEN).
Instrumentation
In this section, I will describe all instruments I created before conducting the pilot
and dissertation studies: the treatment scripts and stimulus song I used to interact with
each subject, a standardized bank of feedback to offer during interactions, a criterion
song that served as the pretest and posttest measure with each subject, an iTunes™
playlist to facilitate recordings of my vocal model, and a listening map on foam board for
the control group procedures. To record, store, and analyze data, I used three videorecording devices, one audio-recording device, several SD cards and mini-DVDs, two
laptop computers, and three external hard drives. Finally, I will also describe the process
used for assigning, coding, and scheduling subjects for data collection.
Treatment Scripts
I created four main scripts for the procedures of the study. I standardized the
scripts to ensure the consistency of 1) my interactions and instruction for each subject, 2)
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the subject’s interactions with the Criterion Song Measure (CSM) and me, and 3) the
amount of time each subject interacted with me during the treatment sessions. To
establish rapport and facilitate interactions more authentic of general music contexts with
each subject, I memorized the scripted lines. Each of the four scripts featured two parts:
The Pretest Script and the Treatment Script.
Part One: Pretest Script
To collect singing data from subjects, I composed an original tune for the
Criterion Song Measure (CSM) as a pretest and posttest measure. I titled it Frog’s
Celebration Song to help children connect the song to the stimulus song, King Kong
Kitchie. I composed the CSM with attention to children’s singing range, interval and
rhythmic patterns (See Figure Three).
Figure 3.
Criterion Song Measure

The CSM is in major tonality and duple meter. The CSM begins and ends on the
same pitch. It is four measures in length, and has an appropriate vocal range (d-b) for
second, third, and fourth grade students (Rutkowksi, 1990). The harmonic functions
implied in this song are tonic, subdominant, and dominant. The tempo of the song is ♩=
100. To ensure validity and developmental appropriateness, music education researchers
with expertise in choral music for young singers reviewed the CSM before and after the
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pilot study. They commented on the range, complexity, and length of the CSM (See
Appendix Z for Comprehensive List of Music Educators and Researchers).
It is common practice for general music teachers to give students a musical
prompt, often labeled a preparatory sequence, to begin performing a musical task. A
musical preparatory sequence is an efficient way to establish a musical context through
tonality, keyality, tempo and meter (Gordon, 2003; Taggart et al., 2004). I created a brief
preparatory sequence that was prerecorded to serve as a prompt for subjects to begin
singing the CSM. It begins on the same pitch, in the same tempo and meter as the CSM
(See Figure Four).

Figure 4.
Preparatory Sequence for Criterion Song Measure

Regardless of assigned treatment group, as a subject would enter the treatment
room, procedures would always begin with the Criterion Song Measure (CSM) Script
(See Appendix K). This script included my introducing myself and the study to the
subject, my introducing the CMS via a modified whole-part-whole procedure for teaching
the CSM, my introducing a musical preparatory sequence for subject’s singing (See
Figure Four), the order and timing of the recordings from the iTunes™ playlist, the
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inclusion of specific verbal feedback, and procedures for recording the subject’s pretest
singing of the CSM (See Appendix K for Criterion Song Measure Script).
Part Two: Treatment Scripts
I created three scripts, one for each treatment group: Treatment One (FLOW),
Treatment Two (BEAT), or Treatment Three (LISTEN) (See Appendices L, M, and N).
I selected the song King Kong Kitchie as the stimulus song during the movement
or listening map activity part of the procedures. Its lyrics tell the story of a Frog and his
journey to visit Miss Mousie, whom Frog believes is his true love (See Appendix P for
music score of King Kong Kitchie). I integrated this song into the procedures because it
shared a similar vocal range (d-d’) to the Criterion Song Measure (d-b’). I recorded King
Kong Kitchie at the same tempo as the CSM, quarter note equals 100.
With the help of a professional artist, I created scenes of the King Kong Kitchie
story using portable foam-board with construction paper collage, drawing, and coloredpencil (Photo Appendix R). The images were based on the King Kong Kitchie song
lyrics: a forest scene, and the animal characters—Frog, Mousie, Owl, Bat, and
Bumblebee.
Although each script differed to accommodate treatment, each treatment script
included the same number of listenings of the Criterion Song Measure and the stimulus
song for the treatments, King Kong Kitchie. Each treatment script also included the same
directions for the posttest procedures.
To maximize the potential for the interactions between the subject and me, I
reviewed the scripts to look for the most appropriate and natural places to include verbal
feedback interactions. I created a separate Feedback Bank that listed possible positive
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and negative feedback phrases about musical and social behaviors (Appendix T). I
created cues within the procedures about appropriate places to give positive feedback to
the subject after certain procedures. I identified appropriate points in each script, at
similar times within the treatment scripts for inserting cues for feedback interactions. I
inserted 14 places within the procedures for feedback interactions (eight interactions
during the CSM Script, and six interactions during the Treatment Groups) (Appendices L,
M, N).
Recordings and Playlist
With help from a sound engineer, I prerecorded spoken instructions, musical
preparatory sequences, the Criterion Song Measure, and the song King Kong Kitchie
using Sterling Audio © ST-69 Tube Condenser microphones, a MOTU © digital
interface, and ProTools 9 ©. From these recordings, I created an iTunes™ playlist,
which allowed me an accessible list of all the audio-files required for the procedures and
data collection. I included some tracks of silence on the playlist so that I could interact in
real-time with the subject, and not worry about the playlist continuing to the next sound
recording before I was ready to continue. It was also important that the audio-files were
recorded because this ensured that each subject heard my same, consistent vocal model
throughout the data collection procedures.
Recording Equipment and Room Layout
To record subjects’ pretest and posttest Criterion Song Measure performances, I
used a Zoom™ H4n recording device at a 24-bit/96kHz high definition sampling rate,
using built in X/Y stereo microphones (Zoom, 2012). The Zoom™ H4n was a portable
recording device that used studio condenser microphones at 90 degree angles from each
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other, which allowed for ambient noise from the back and sides of the condenser element
to be diminished, allowing for a quality recording of each subject’s singing performances.
I placed the Zoom™ H4n recorder on a small stool approximately three feet away from
the subject and me, which permitted me easy access to press record for pretest and
posttest performances, and move it out of the way when I needed space for movement
activities. I used 32-gigabyte Secure Digital™ (SD) memory cards in the Zoom™
recorder to record subjects’ performances.
All treatment sessions took place in a small, quiet room adjoined to the nurse’s
office. The room was approximately 7’ X 8’ square feet in size. It contained a small
table and two chairs, one for the subject and one for me, the researcher. On the table I
placed an Apple™ laptop, which contained the iTunes™ playlist of recordings for the
procedures. I set up the Bose™ external computer speakers on this table as well. The
room was lined with shelves and cabinets. I set up the three video cameras at three
corners of the room on the shelves. I set up another laptop that contained a timed
PowerPoint™ presentation with my pre-scripted instructions for the procedures on a shelf
that I could easily view from all parts of the room. I also had a printed copy of each
treatment script on a shelf in case anything happened to the laptop power.
Coding, Assigning, and Scheduling
I developed detailed procedures for coding subjects’ personal information,
assigning subjects to treatment groups, and scheduling appropriate times for treatment
sessions to occur for several reasons. Subjects’ identities always need to be protected. I
also needed to ensure the safekeeping of the subjects’ audio- and video-recordings during
the dissertation study procedures, as well as protect their identities when raters evaluated
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the subjects’ singing with the singing voice development measure. I needed to keep
subjects’ information organized, and knew this would be a challenge because of the
number of students involved in the study. Specifically, I compiled a large amount of raw
audio- and video-recording data during the study, and did not want to mislabel subjects’
assigned treatment group, gender, or pretest and posttest data. The coding procedures
attached subjects’ information to their self-assigned code names, which helped me
organize their audio- and video-recordings, and their criterion song measure data for
analysis.
I created a number code for each subject before the treatments. The code
indicated the following information to me: treatment assignment, gender, and overall
number from the sample. The first number assigned indicated to which treatment the
subject was assigned to (1, 2, or 3). The second number indicated the gender of the
subject (1 = male; 2 = female); the third number indicated what number the subject was
from the sample (1-143). The subject created part of the code name before the scheduled
treatment, at a time most convenient for the subject, and with assistance from the school
nurse. For example, a code name such as Fluffy1-2-25 indicated that the subject chose to
be identified by the name Fluffy, and was randomly assigned to treatment one, female,
and was the twenty-fifth subject in the sample. The nurse wrote the student-generated
code name on the corresponding three-number code suffix that was already written on
three adhesive nametags. I did not include digits within the coding process for grade
level or age in the code name. I was able to obtain grade level and age of student from
the nurse after all data collection and procedures were completed.
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To keep all code names organized, I compiled, in total, four binders containing
master lists of code names, and the code number suffixes on adhesive nametags. Binder
One (Master List One) and Binder Two (Code Name Suffixes) were created for the
general music specialist. I created two more binders, Binder Three (Master List Two and
Code Number Suffixes), and Binder Four (Backup Log) for the nurse. As stated before,
the general music specialist’s Binder One included a master list of subject names and the
treatment groups to which subjects were assigned. The general music specialist was
given the code name suffixes in Binder Two. He affixed the appropriate code name
suffixes from Binder Two to the master list of subject names in Binder One. I was not
present when he completed this portion of the coding process. The general music
specialist created a copy of this procedure for Binder Three, which was used by the
school nurse.
The nurse was given Binder Three, a second master list of subjects’ names and
their assigned treatment groups. The nurse retained that list. Additionally, Binder Three
included sheets of adhesive nametags that contained a space for a subject’s code name,
followed by the subject’s already-typed code number suffix to each adhesive nametag.
Three nametags for each subject were included in the binder. The nurse gave the first
adhesive name tag to the subject to be worn during the experiment. The second nametag
was affixed to the master list of subject names. The third nametag was affixed to Binder
Four, which served as a Backup Log of events. In Binder Four, the Backup Log of
Events, the nurse affixed the nametags in the order corresponding to the order on the
video-recordings (1-143). I greeted the nurse and the research subject at the door to the
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testing classroom. The nurse, would say, “This is [Code Name, Five-digit Number
Suffix].”
The two master lists (Binder One and Binder Three), the code number binder
(Binder Two), and the Back Up Log (Binder Four) were stored in three portable filing
cabinets labeled Master List One, Master List Two, and Back up Log. I did not access
these lists or binders during the data collection period of the study. The general music
specialist stored a copy of Binder One and Binder Two in a locked cabinet in the general
music classroom. At the end of each day, the nurse stored the portable filing cabinet
containing Binder Three (Master List Two) in a different locked cabinet in the nurse’s
office. The nurse stored the portable filing cabinet containing Binder Four (Backup Log)
in an additional locked cabinet in the nurse’s office.
To randomly assign subjects to each treatment group, I made an alphabetized list
of all the subjects’ last names. I trained the nurse to use a random number table (Wessa,
2011). After the nurse randomly assigned a subject to a treatment group, the general
music specialist assigned each subject to one, individual 30-minute treatment time. The
treatments were scheduled during a time the general music specialist or homeroom
teachers chose as most convenient for each subject. Once the instruments, equipment,
coding, and scheduling had been established, I was prepared to begin the pilot study
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Pilot Study
I conducted a pilot study to determine the (a) effectiveness of the criterion song
with elementary-aged subjects, (b) ability of elementary-aged subjects to learn the
criterion song using proposed procedures, (c) effectiveness of the listening map activity
with elementary-aged subjects, and (c) effectiveness of the coding procedures. The pilot
study gave me an opportunity to ensure the protocols for each treatment were feasible
within the time allowed, and test the use of the digital video and audio recording
equipment. Considering findings from the pilot study, I preserved the same research
questions, and majority of procedures for the dissertation study.
I made changes to several aspects of the pilot study for the dissertation study.
Through the pilot study, I determined that the initial criterion song was not an effective
measure because it was too difficult for the subjects using the proposed procedures.
After testing 10 students, it was evident that the initial criterion song measure was too
lengthy for students to learn, remember, and sing successfully in the allotted treatment
time. The new version of the criterion song, Frog’s Celebration Song featured (See
Appendix O), retained the original criteria of vocal range, key, tonality, harmonic
function, meter, and tempo but reduced its length from eight measures to four measures.
I consulted music educators for their expertise on the new criterion song measure to
ensure its appropriateness with elementary-aged subjects. I then used the revised
criterion song measure with the remaining pilot sample (N = 25).
I determined that the listening map activity, and movement activities were
effective parts of the pilot study. I extended the sample age range from third grade
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students to second, third, and fourth grade students, and the sample size from 35 subjects
to 143 subjects. Because of the extension in grade level and age, I adjusted statistical
analyses to adjust for differences in age, and changed analyses for gender to be a
descriptive component of the study.
I adjusted coding procedures so they were more manageable for the general music
specialist, the nurse, and myself. I streamlined treatment procedures by eliminating the
need for two research assistants to video-record the treatment sessions. Instead, I
determined that I could manage the video and audio-recordings on my own. Because of
this, I modified the research assistant script with a focus on interactions with subjects
regarding their code names, and eliminated sections that were pertinent to audio and
video-recording information (See Appendix J). I included standardized feedback within
modified treatment scripts (Appendices K, L, M, N), which helped me organize my
interactions with subjects during the procedures. The pilot study was an invaluable part
of this research study because it allowed me to test procedures with children, and
redesign portions of the study that were not effective.
Pilot Study Sample
Subjects for the pilot study (N = 35) were students from third-grade classrooms
from the same suburban elementary school in Newark, Delaware from which subjects for
the main study were recruited. Students were at the beginning of their third-grade year.
Pilot Study Procedures
After attaining permission from the school districts superintendent, the elementary
school’s principal, and Temple University’s IRB, parents of all third grade students
received a packet of information that included information about the study, consent,
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assent forms, as well as incentives for participation. I visited the general music classes to
meet all third-grade students. During my visits, I described my study using a script (See
Appendix C for Music Class Introduction Script). I explained that if they signed up for
the study, they would participate in one, individual music session with me that would last
approximately 30 minutes. I also explained that it would take place in a small room
attached to the nurse’s office. Students returned forms to their homeroom teachers, the
general music specialist, or the nurse. I did not exclude children based on any physical or
mental disability. All children… Students who returned both consent and assent forms
earned the incentive of picking a prize worth approximately $1.00 in value from a prize
box. Students who participated in the study earned the additional incentive of choosing
an additional prize of the same value from a prize box. Prizes included generic silly
bands, pencils, and stickers.
Once I received consent and assent forms from at least 25 subjects, the general
music specialist, the school nurse, and I began the coding procedures and scheduling of
subjects. The nurse randomly assigned subjects to one of three treatment groups:
Treatment One (Continuous Fluid Movement), Treatment Two (Steady Beat Movement),
or Treatment Three (Listening Activity/Control). The general music specialist scheduled
treatments for subjects during third grade general music classes, or at times other than
music class approved by third grade homeroom teachers. Each treatment lasted
approximately 30 minutes. Treatments occurred in a small, quiet room adjacent to the
nurse’s office.
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Main Study Procedure
After attaining permission from the superintendent, principal, and Temple
University IRB Committee B for the dissertation study, I recruited subjects using the
procedures for accessing subjects and procedures for subject selection and exclusion (See
Appendix B for Letter to Invite Students to Participate in Dissertation Project).
Before data collection, I visited the music classroom during second, third, and
fourth grade general music classes. In the presence of the music teacher, I introduced
myself to the children, and told them about the research study. I invited the potential
subjects to participate in the study (See Appendix C for Music Class Introduction Script).
I explained that if they signed up for the study, they would participate in one, individual
music session with me that would last approximately 30 minutes in a small room adjacent
to the nurse’s office.
Design
When 144 subjects returned their consent forms, the general music specialist, the
school nurse, and I began the assignment, coding, and scheduling of subjects as described
in the instrumentation section of Chapter Three.
The following section outlines procedures that occurred during the data collection
and treatment sessions of the study. When it was a subject’s scheduled time, the general
music specialist would send the subject to the nurse’s office where the subject would
interact with the nurse and acquire a codename tag. I would greet the subject at the door
to the small, quiet room adjoined to the nurse’s office, where all treatments took place,
and invite the subject to come in and have a seat on one of the two chairs placed in the
room. I would sit on the other chair, and follow procedures for the Criterion Song
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Measure Script. While I interacted with the subject throughout the procedures, I
managed the prerecorded audio files using an iTunes™ Playlist (See photo appendix of
playlist) that I played on a Mac laptop with an OS X 10.8.2 operating system through
Bose Companion Three Series II Multimedia Speakers. The CSM Script concluded with
me audio-recording the subject’s pretest singing performance of the CSM. Depending on
the treatment group assigned to the subject, I would continue to the procedures of
Treatment One Script (FLOW), Treatment Two Script (BEAT), or Treatment Three
Script (LISTEN), all which included instructions for the recording of the subject’s
posttest singing performance, and procedures to conclude the study (See Appendix L for
Treatment Script One, Appendix M for Treatment Script Two, and Appendix N for
Treatment Script Three).
When a subject completed the treatment session, he or she would pick two prizes
from the prize box, one prize for completing the treatment, and one for returning their
forms. There were several students who returned their forms, but opted not to participate
in the study. I ensured that they received a prize from the prize box as before the end of
data collection and procedures. If a subject was unable to attend a scheduled treatment or
was absent from school on the day of scheduled treatment, I offered one make-up session
for each subject, following the same procedures. Ten subjects (7%) participated in a
make-up treatment session.
Analysis
I transferred all video to my home computer, organized, and saved it to three
external hard drives in the researcher’s home, for security. To test the validity and
reliability of my delivery of all experimental procedures, two external auditors viewed
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my interactions with subjects for 30% of the video-recordings from each treatment group.
External auditors viewed my interactions for 15 treatment sessions for each treatment
group. In total, each external auditor viewed 45 videos. Each auditor received a copy of
each treatment script, and feedback bank. I asked each auditor to check my interactions
and order of procedures with each treatment script to ensure that I followed the script and
used the positive feedback bank responses appropriately. Auditors were music educators
not involved in any other aspect of the research study.
My next task involved editing each student’s singing performance pretest and
posttest audio data into sound clips containing only the criterion song measure. I used a
13-step process to analyze the data for pitch and rhythm output (See Appendix T for 13step process). I analyzed each subject’s PAS and RAS using a script created by Mietta
Lennes for Praat software that analyzes pitches in Hertz, MIDI note value, and rhythm in
attack transient time stamps in seconds and milliseconds. The output from this script
included a pitch and rhythm value for each note that the subject sang.
I created an Excel™ spreadsheet for each subject’s pretest and posttest output that
included columns of information for the subject’s singing performance: pitches in Hertz,
pitches in MIDI note values, and rhythms in a time stamp of seconds and milliseconds.
In this spreadsheet, I also created columns that included data for my model of the
CSM in pitch and rhythm values. This was the same CSM model that the subjects heard
throughout the procedures in the treatment groups. My model of the CSM became the
standard CSM that all subjects’ PAS, and RAS were compared.
When all information was compiled into the Excel™ spreadsheets, I compared
subjects’ scores in PAS and RAS to the model CSM scores. I created additional columns
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that indicated the differences for each note of the subject’s CSM compared to the model
CSM. I then averaged columns that contained the difference scores for PAS and RAS to
create an average difference score value that would act as the subject’s score for pretest
and posttest. For PAS and RAS, a small score would indicate a more accurate singing
performance. This score would be entered into another data sheet that only included the
overall score for subjects’ PAS and RAS for the pretest and posttest (See Appendix BB
for Subjects’ Raw Scores).
I then examined subjects’ mean differences within the treatment groups and
between the treatment groups. For within-subjects means across the CSM, PAS were
subjected to a 3 (treatment 1, treatment 2, control) by 2 (Pre-test/Posttest) split-plot
ANCOVA with repeated measures on the CSM while controlling for age. Betweensubjects means were calculated for significant main effects of type of instruction on
children’s pitch achievement scores, time, and the interaction between type of instruction
(treatment group) and time.
To measure RAS, I used Praat to assign timestamps in seconds and milliseconds
to my CSM rhythm attack transient audio signals, which became the standard rhythm
attack transient audio signals that all student performances were compared. I used Praat
software to compute the attack audio signals for each pitch of the subjects’ performances
of the CSM on the pretest and posttest. Mean differences in attack transient audio signal
values were then compared with my model CSM attack transient audio signals. I
assigned a mean score to each subject’s CSM performance for rhythm achievement. I
compared pairs of group means on subjects’ pretest and posttest CSM scores for
significant differences. I analyzed subjects’ pretest and posttest CSM scores in
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comparison to my model of the prerecorded CSM standard (See Appendix V for
Researcher CSM Attack Transient Time Stamps).
To calculate within-subject means across the CSM, rhythm achievement scores
were subjected to a 3 (treatment 1, treatment 2, control) by 2 (Pre-test/Posttest) split-plot
ANCOVA, with repeated measures on the criterion song measure, while controlling for
age. Between-subjects means were calculated for significant main effects of type of
instruction on children’s rhythm achievement scores, time, and the interaction between
type of instruction (treatment group) and time.
Judgment Recruitment and Training
I used Rutkowski’s 1990 version of the Singing Voice Development Measure
(SVDM), a five-point continuous rating scale, as a measure of students’ use of singing
voice quality (See Appendix S). Three music educators comprising of doctoral alumni
and doctoral students from Temple University, who were not part of the data collection
procedures, participated as judges for the SVDM. They were selected for their
knowledge of children’s singing voice quality, teaching experience, musicianship, and
availability.
The judges participated in two, two-hour sessions. Each judge was given printed
copies of the criterion song, the SVDM and, researcher-generated instructions (See
Appendix X). The researcher followed the SVDM training script, and played listening
examples for the judges’ practice, until the judges achieved 98 percent agreement on
practice listening examples. The three judges independently blind-reviewed the listening
examples. That is, they did not know whether they were listening to the subjects’
assigned treatment group, gender, or grade level. The three judges rated subjects’ singing
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during two, two-hour sessions in a quiet computer lab on Temple University’s campus.
Judges used high-quality headphones, an Apple desktop computer, an Excel™
spreadsheet to mark scores, and a MIDI Keyboard in the GarageBand™ program as a
reference (to check singing above the lift). I randomized the order of the subjects’
listening examples for each judge. The total amount of time judges dedicated to the
SVDM evaluation took five hours total. This included short breaks. The judges played
recordings of some subjects more than once (three times at most) when an additional
listen was deemed necessary.
For within-subject means across the CSM, SVDM scores were subjected to a 3
(treatment 1, treatment 2, control) by 2 (Pre-test/Posttest) split-plot ANCOVA, with
repeated measures on the criterion song measure, while controlling for age. Betweensubjects means were calculated for significant main effects for type of instruction on
children’s SVDM scores. Significant instruction and time interaction were also
calculated.
I examined the effect of gender on PAS, RAS, and SVDM scores using
descriptive statistics for effect size and standard deviation using Cohen’s d. I used IBM’s
predictive analytics software SPSS, Version 21.0 for all statistical analyses (IBM Corp,
2012).
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
Dissertation subjects for the pilot study (N = 35) and main study (N = 143) were
students who attended a suburban elementary school in the Northeast part of the United
States. In both studies, subjects were students 7 to 11 years old, enrolled in second (n =
57), third (n = 42), and fourth grade (n = 44). The average age of the subjects was 8.44
years (SD = 1.079). Both females (n = 81) and males (n = 63) participated in the study.
One female subject’s pretest and posttest data were lost in data transfer due to a power
surge. This brought the analyzable data sample to 143 subjects (See Table 2).
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups receiving
different movement instruction: Steady-beat Movement Instruction (n = 48), Continuous
Fluid Movement Instruction (n = 48), or the Control Group-Listening Map Instruction (n
= 47) (See Table 3).
Table 2.
Demographic Characteristics of Subjects (N = 143)
Characteristic
Sex

N

%

Female
Male

80
63

56.64
44.06

Second
Third
Fourth

57
42
44

39.86
29.37
30.77

Grade
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(Table 2. continued)
Age (in years)
7
8
9
10
11

36
34
48
26
1

25.17
23.78
32.17
18.18
0.01

Table 3.
Demographic Characteristics of Subjects According to Treatment (N = 143)
Treatment

Characteristic

N

Treatment One

%

48
Sex
Female
Male

28
20

58.33
41.67

Second
Third
Fourth

20
14
14

41.67
29.17
29.17

7
8
9
10
11

9
16
16
7
0

18.75
33.33
33.33
14.58
0

Grade

Age (in years)
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(Table 3
continued)
Treatment Two

48
Sex
Female
Male

23
25

47.92
52.08

Second
Third
Fourth

19
13
16

39.58
27.08
33.33

7
8
9
10
11

11
14
14
8
1

22.92
29.17
29.17
16.67
0.02

Grade

Age

Treatment
Three

47
Sex
Female
Male

30
17

63.83
36.17

Second
Third
Fourth

18
15
14

38.3
31.91
29.79

7
8
9
10
11

16
5
15
11
0

34.04
10.64
31.91
23.4
0

Grade

Age

Inter-rater Reliability Coefficients of Singing Voice Development Measure
Ratings
The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to calculate inter-rater
reliability of judges’ ratings on the SVDM. Judges’ reliability coefficients were
calculated for Cronbach’s Alpha, and were above .937, indicating that all three judges
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were highly consistent in their SVDM ratings. Two-way random, and absolute
agreement definitions were used in calculating this score.
Pretest and posttest PAS means and standard deviations are shown in Table 4. The
lower the score, the more accurate the subject performance. This lower score would
indicate less difference in average performance when compared to the researcher-model
performance.
Table 4.
Pretest and Posttest Pitch Achievement Means and Standard Deviations by Treatment

Treatment Group

Pretest PAS

Posttest PAS

——————

——————

M

M

SD

SD

———————————————————————————————————

T1 FLOW

91.49 81.02

66.32 62.88

T2 BEAT

74.92 68.71

64.12 57.31

T3 LISTEN

75.97 70.76

83.30 88.05

TOTAL

80.83 73.59

71.08 70.42

Pretest and posttest RAS means and standard deviations are shown in Table 5. The lower
the score the more accurate the rhythm compared with the model.
Table 5.
Pretest and Posttest Rhythm Achievement Means and Standard Deviations by Treatment
————————————————————————————————————
Pretest RAS
Posttest RAS
———————————
Treatment Group
M
SD
M
SD
————————————————————————————————————
T1 FLOW
1.65 1.47
1.19 1.05
T2 BEAT

1.55

1.41

1.16

1.32

T3 LISTEN

1.55

1.61

1.66

2.09

TOTAL

1.58

1.49

1.33

1.55
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Pretest and posttest SVDM means and standard deviations are shown in Table 6.
I used Rutkowski’s 5-point scale. Scores ranged from low (1 – Pre-singer: does not
sustain tones, but chants on neutral syllable) to high (5 = Singer: uses full singing voice
and exhibits use of extended singing range; beyond the register lift: Bb4 and above). The
higher the score, the more developed a singer’s singing voice quality (See Appendix S for
SVDM Scale).
Table 6.
Pretest and Posttest Singing Voice Development Measure Means and Standard
Deviations by Treatment
————————————————————————————————————
Pretest SVDM
Posttest SVDM
——————
—————————Treatment Group
M
SD
M
SD
————————————————————————————————————
T1 FLOW
3.69 1.21
4.15 .94
T2 BEAT

3.88

1.15

4.08

1.09

T3 LISTEN

3.95

1.15

4.24

.984

TOTAL

3.83

1.17

4.15

1.00

————————————————————————————————————
Research Questions One through Three
When controlling for age, how do PAS at the outset compare to PAS after instruction?
(1) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on children’s pitch
achievement scores (between subjects)?
(2) Is there a significant main effect of time on children’s pitch achievement

scores

(within subjects)?
(3) Is there a significant instruction and time interaction?
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Mean PAS were analyzed with a 3 (treatment 1, treatment 2, control) by 2
(Pretest/Posttest) split-plot ANCOVA while controlling for age as a covariate. There was
no significant main effect of time [F (1,138) = 0.01, p = .92, MSE = 1912.74, ƞ2p = .029].
There was no significant main effect of treatment group [F (2, 138) = 0.38, p = .68, MSE
=8569.83, ƞ2p = .001]. There was a significant interaction between treatment group and
time, [F (2, 138) = 3.09, p = .048, MSE = 1912.74, ƞ2p = .007].
Because variances were equal, I ran a Student-Newman-Keuls multiple
comparison post hoc analysis to examine the significant interactions between treatment
groups and time. Students in the groups receiving movement treatments (FLOW and
BEAT) scored more accurately at pretest on PAS than the LISTEN treatment group, but
the differences were not significant. At posttest, students’ improved accuracy for pitch
was not significant.
Research Questions Four, Five, Six
When controlling for age, how do RAS at the outset compare to RAS after instruction?
(4) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on children’s rhythmic
achievement scores (between subjects)?
(5) Is there a significant main effect of time on children’s rhythmic achievement scores
(within subjects)?
(6) Is there a significant instruction and time interaction?
I examined subjects’ mean differences within the treatment groups and between the
treatment groups. Mean RAS were analyzed with a 3 (treatment 1, treatment 2,
control) by 2 (Pretest/Posttest) split-plot ANCOVA while controlling for age as a
covariate. Between-subjects means were calculated for significant main effects of
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type of instruction on children’s RAS. There was no significant main effect of time
[F (1, 138) = 1.7621, p = .187, MSE = .932, ƞ2p = .007]. There was no significant
main effect of treatment [F (2, 138) = .461, p = .632, MSE = 3.711, ƞ2p = .013] (See
Table Nine). There was no significant interaction between treatment group and time
on RAS, [F (2, 138) = 2.193, p = .115, MSE = .932, ƞ2p = .038].
Research Questions Seven, Eight, and Nine
Mean SVDM scores were subjected to a 3 (treatment 1, treatment 2, control) by 2
(Pretest/Posttest) split-plot ANCOVA with repeated measures on the SVDM while
controlling for age. There was a main effect for time [F (2,142) = 9.301, p = .003, MSE =
.797, ƞ2p = .113]. There was no significant main effect of treatment group [F (2,142) =
.337, p = .714, MSE = 2.289, ƞ2p = .015]. There was a significant interaction between
treatment group and time [F (2,142) = 4.179, p = .010, MSE = .086, ƞ2p = .064].
Because variances were equal, I used a Student-Newman-Keuls multiple
comparison post hoc analysis to examine the significant interactions between treatment
groups and time. There was a significant difference on post SVDM scores between
Treatment One (FLOW) and Treatment Two (BEAT). The difference score between
Treatment One and Treatment Two was (m = .218, MSE = .07, p = .01). Posttest scores
of Treatment One compared to Treatment Three were not significantly different. Posttest
scores of Treatment Two compared to Treatment Three were not significantly different.
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Research Question Ten
Descriptively what is the effect of gender on pretest and posttest PAS, RAS, and SVDM
scores?
My sample size was too limited to include gender as a factor in the main analysis.
Because of this, I examined the effect of gender on PAS, RAS, and SVDM scores using
descriptive statistics for effect size and standard deviation using Cohen’s d.
Females scored more accurately than males on both the pretest and posttest PAS.
Females’ mean pretest scores (m = 67.77, SD = 69.27) were more accurate on the PAS
than males’ mean pretest scores (m = 97.42, SD = 76.10). Further, Cohen’s effect size
value (d = .41) suggested a moderate practical significance. Females’ mean posttest
scores (m = 57.44, SD = 61.12) on the PAS were more accurate than males’ mean posttest
scores m = (87.46, SD = 77.87). Further, Cohen’s effect size value (d = .41) suggested a
moderate practical significance (See Table 8).
Females scored more accurately on pretest and posttest RAS than males.
Females’ mean pretest scores on RAS (m = 1.50, SD = 1.38) were more accurate than
males’ mean pretest scores (m = 1.68, SD = 1.61). Further, Cohen’s effect size value (d =
.12) suggested a small practical significance. Females’ mean posttest scores (m = 1.22,
SD = 1.32) were more accurate than males’ mean posttest scores (m = 1.46, SD = 1.79).
Further, Cohen’s effect size value (d = .15) suggested a small practical significance (See
Table 9).
Females scored higher on both the pretest and posttest SVDM. Females’ mean
pretest scores on the SVDM (m = 4.15, SD = .96) were higher than males mean pretest
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scores (m = 3.43, SD = .1.30). Further, Cohen’s effect size value (d = .63) suggested a
high practical significance. Females’ SVDM posttest scores (m = 4.42, SD = .80) were
higher than males’ posttest scores (m = 3.83, SD = 1.14). Further, Cohen’s effect size
value (d = .60) suggested a high practical significance (See Table 10).

Table 8.
Overall Means for Females and Males on Pitch Achievement Pretest and Posttest Scores
————————————————————————————————————
PAS*
Gender
Male

Pre PAS

Post PAS

97.42

87.45

63

63

SD

76.09

77.87

M

67.76

57.44

80

80

SD

69.27

61.12

M

80.83

70.66

N

143

143

73.59

70.35

M
n

Female

n

Total

SD
* In Hertz

———————————————————————————————————
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Table 9.
Overall Means for Females and Males on Rhythm Achievement Pretest and Posttest
Scores
————————————————————————————————————
RAS*
Gender
Male

Pre RAS
M

1.68

1.46

63

63

SD

1.61

1.79

M

1.50

1.22

80

80

SD

1.38

1.32

M

1.58

1.32

n

143

143

SD

1.48

1.54

n
Female

n
Total

Post RAS

*In Seconds/Milliseconds

————————————————————————————————————
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Table 10.
Overall Means for Females and Males on SVDM Pretest and Posttest Scores
————————————————————————————————————
SVDM
Gender
Male

PreSVDM

PostSVDM

3.43

3.82

63

63

SD

1.29

1.140

M

4.15

4.41

80

80

SD

0.95

0.79

M

3.83

4.15

N

143

143

1.169

1.00

M
n

Female

n
Total

SD

————————————————————————————————————
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this research was to investigate the effects of movement
instruction on children’s singing achievement scores. The questions for this research
study are as follows.
First, when controlling for age, how do pitch achievement scores at the outset
compare to pitch achievement scores after instruction?
(1) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on children’s pitch
achievement scores (between subjects)?
(2) Is there a significant main effect of time on children’s pitch achievement
scores (within subjects)?
(3) Is there a significant instruction and time interaction?
Second, when controlling for age, how do rhythm achievement scores at the outset
compare to rhythm achievement scores after instruction?
(4) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on children’s rhythmic
achievement scores?
(5) Is there a significant main effect of time on children’s rhythmic achievement
scores?
(6) Is there a significant instruction and time interaction?
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Third, when controlling for age, how do singing voice development scores at the outset
compare to scores after instruction?
(7) Is there a significant main effect of type of instruction on children’s singing
voice development scores?
(8) Is there a significant main effect of time on children’s singing voice
development scores?
(9) Is there a significant instruction and time interaction?
Fourth, descriptively, what is the effect of gender on students’ pretest and posttest pitch
achievement scores, rhythm achievement scores, singing voice development scores?
Method
Subjects for the pilot study (N = 35) and main study (N = 143) were collected at a
suburban elementary school in the Northeast part of the United States. Subjects for the
pilot and main study were students 7 to 11 years old, enrolled in second, third, or fourth
grade. According to the school district’s Office of Accountability and Assessment,
demographics for students in this elementary school during the 2010-2011 school year
were as follows: 65.4% Caucasian, 17.8% African American, .4% American Indian, 5.8%
Asian/Pacific Islander, 8.1% Hispanic/Latino, and 2.5% Multi-Racial. Demographics for
students in second, third, and fourth grades mirrored the overall school population. The
socioeconomic status of the subjects was a mixture of upper-middle, middle, and lower
class. Approximately one-third of students qualified for free or reduced lunch (citation
withheld to protect identity of subjects). In both studies, subjects were students 7 to 11
years old, enrolled in second (n = 57), third (n = 42), and fourth grade (n = 44). The
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average age of the subjects was 8.44 years (SD = 1.079). Both females (n = 80) and
males (n = 63) participated in the study.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups receiving
different movement instruction: Steady-beat Movement Instruction (BEAT), Continuous
Fluid Movement Instruction (FLOW), or the Control Group-Listening Map Instruction
(LISTEN).
Analysis
Because the data were normally distributed, I performed a 2 by 3 split-plot
ANCOVA for three emerging factors: time, treatment, and a time by treatment interaction
with age as the covariate. I analyzed subjects’ mean scores at pretest and posttest on
three measures Pitch Achievement Scores (PAS), Rhythm Achievement Scores (RAS),
and Singing Voice Development Scores (SVDM). I examined the effect of gender on
PAS, RAS, and SVDM scores using descriptive statistics for effect size and standard
deviation using Cohen’s d.
Results
To summarize, results for pitch achievement, rhythm achievement and singing
voice development follow. For research questions related to pitch achievement scores
(PAS), there were no significant main effects for treatment or time. There was a
significant interaction between treatment and time. Students in the groups receiving
movement treatments (FLOW and BEAT) scored more accurately at pretest than the
LISTEN treatment group, but the differences were not significant. At posttest, students’
accuracy for pitch improved, but was not significant. For research questions related to
rhythm achievement scores (RAS), there were no significant main effects for treatment,
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time, or an interaction of treatment and time. For research questions related to Singing
Voice Development Measure (SVDM) scores, there was no significant effect of
treatment, a significant effect of time, and a significant treatment and time interaction.
Post hoc analyses on the treatment and time interaction revealed that the treatment group
receiving continuous fluid movement instruction significantly outscored the treatment
group receiving steady beat movement instruction.
Discussion and Interpretation
In this section, I will consider possible reasons for the PAS, RAS, SVDM results
of this study, and describe how these results compare to past research.
Data measurement with Praat software is a possible reason for lack of significant
results for PAS and RAS. Using Praat to measure song pitches and rhythms, note-bynote, was a valuable tool for precise measurement. Because Praat measures pitches and
timestamp attacks in absolute values, even performances perceived as accurate to the
human ear showed minute differences when comparing song performance scores. The
inflexibility of this measurement technique may have compromised the attainment of
significant PAS and RAS scores. Whereas I used a computer software program to
analyze accuracy of each pitch the children sang in comparison to the adult model, other
researchers have used continuous rating scales to measure the degree to which children
have accurately performed relative to keyality, tonality, measure-by-measure, pitch-bypitch, expression, rhythm (Atterbury & Silcox, 1993; Chen, 2007; Hornbach & Taggart,
2005; Junda & Young, 1994; Leighton & Lamont, 2002; Marshall, 2002; Persellin, 2006;
Rutkowski, 1990, 1996; Youngson & Persellin, 2001). Larrouy-Maestri, Lêvèque,
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Giovanni, Schön, and Morsomme (2012) compared the reliability of human assessment
to computer assessment, and found high reliabilities between the two methods.
While both movement treatment groups’ PAS and RAS scores improved from
pretest to posttest, the listening treatment groups’ scores worsened. The listening group
was prompted to listen to the recording and follow the visual map as I guided them
through the verses of King Kong Kitchie; the movement groups were prompted to move
like I moved during the verses. During the listening map activity, subjects’ attended to
the narrative. Perhaps foregrounding the text of the song interfered with subjects’
reproduction of the melody, which would affect pitch, rhythm, and singing voice quality
on the criterion song. During the movement activities, subjects’ attended to my
movement model and instructions while King Kong Kitchie was playing in the
background. Perhaps the movement instruction helped coordinate subjects’ breathing
with their singing for posttest performances. This coordination of breathing and singing
has been theorized as a critical step for developing musical expression (Gordon, 2003;
Moog, 1976).
While listening to subjects’ singing performances, I would sometimes hear
subjects’ mistakes such as singing too many or too few notes, or repeating a section of
the song incorrectly. Even though the criterion song was vetted with music education
experts, revised, and piloted on 25 students prior to the main study, perhaps the
difficulty level of this song caused non-significant results for PAS and RAS. There
were elements of the song difficulty that were not measured. Music educators lack
criteria for labeling or measuring difficulty level of songs used in elementary general
music settings. By limiting treatments to 30 minutes, the outcomes provide a glimpse
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into implications of instruction limited to one interaction with students compared with a
multi-week longitudinal study that would provide a glimpse into implications of
development over time.
Regarding the length of time as possible cause for non-significant results for PAS
and RAS scores, only one other researcher (Liao, 2002) has measured effects of
movement instruction on singing achievement in one treatment session. Whereas Liao
(2002) used stationary gestures for significant effect on tonal pattern accuracy, subjects
in this study were measured on a criterion song. All other researchers referenced in this
study interacted with subjects for more than one treatment session, from several weeks
to several years. For researchers who examined the effects of movement instruction on
pitch, rhythm, or singing voice quality in durations longer than one treatment session,
results were inconclusive.
Next, I highlight comparisons between this study and two previous researchers
that included whole body, Laban-based movement as part of their treatment procedures
(Chen, 2007; Kim, 2000). Like Kim (2000), I found a significant interaction between
treatment and time for children’s SVDM scores. Neither Chen (2007) nor I found
significant differences among treatment groups on pitch and rhythm achievement.
Unique in the literature is this study’s findings on the significant differences between
continuous fluid movement and steady beat movement instruction on SVDM scores.
That females outperformed males on PAS, RAS, and SVDM scores is congruent with
past researchers’ findings (Davies & Roberts, 1975; Goetze, 1985; Green, 1994; Moore et
al., 1995; Phillips & Aitchison, 1997).
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Conclusions
I limited the present study to elementary students from a suburban school district.
Because children volunteered to be in this study about singing and movement, they may
have had more positive opinions toward general music compared to children who did not
volunteer to participate. Subjects participated in the study from March to May in a small
room. It is possible that these conditions could have affected results.
Despite the limitations to the study, I have made three conclusions based on the
results of this study. First, the movement treatment groups were equally effective for PAS
and RAS. Second, continuous fluid movement activities developed children’s singing
voice quality more than steady beat movement activities. Third, because movement
informs singing voice quality; it plays a critical role in singing achievement.
Implications
Teachers can use continuous fluid movement with confidence that is makes a
difference in a short amount of time for singing voice quality development. Practically
speaking, if a child is able to find and use singing voice quality, teachers can work with
them to develop pitch and rhythm accuracy. We do not know enough about how to
narrow the singing achievement gap by improving boys’ singing voice development. Is it
sufficient to attribute this gap to gender differences in development?
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Recommendations for Future Research
The present research has stimulated additional questions that could be answered
by further research, and has implications for researchers and educators. The next two
sections summarize these recommendations.
Results on the effects of movement instruction and musical development remain
inconclusive. Since the results of this study indicated that movement positively affected
second, third, and fourth grade children’s SVDM scores, then the relationship between
movement instruction and SVDM scores should be investigated at other grade levels.
More studies are needed to investigate the use of movement activities to teach other
elements of music at all grade levels. Because the continuous fluid movement group
significantly outscored the steady beat movement group on SVDM scores, the
relationship of continuous fluid movement to other musical skills should be investigated
further to determine if it is an effective teaching tool for other facets of skill development.
In this study, the assessment of singing achievement scores was limited to three
dimensions: pitch, rhythm, and quality. Future researchers could examine effects of
movement instruction on other dimensions of singing such as breath management,
posture, tone projection, articulation, dynamics, diction, phrasing, and tempo. If
movement instruction is effective for singing voice quality, it could be effective for other
dimensions.
Future researchers investigating movement instruction and singing achievement
could make the following modifications to procedures and design of this study:
1. Researchers could use Praat software and include a script that categorizes
performances within range scores to account for variability between the criterion song
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model and subject performances. In addition to measuring absolute values in Hertz and
Seconds/Milliseconds, a range score for subject performances could provide an additional
measure of accuracy.
2. Researchers could replicate the movement scripts of this study and change the pretest
posttest measure to a different singing task, such as singing the resting tone, a familiar
song, short tonal patterns, or pitch glides.
3. Researchers could replicate this study in a variety of instructional settings,
administering the procedures to subjects individually, in a small group, or a typical
classroom.
4. Researchers could replicate this study in a variety of settings such as urban, suburban,
or rural schools. Additionally, researchers could replicate this study in different regions
of the United States, or other countries.
5. Researchers could replicate this study, and add a qualitative component that includes
more information about the subjects’ musical background, as well as their attitudes about
various musical tasks such as singing and movement.
6. Acknowledging that gender may affect attitudes toward singing, and singing
performance, researchers could examine the social and cultural layers underlying this
phenomenon.
7. Researchers could replicate this study with a larger sample size, to include gender as a
variable, instead of analyzing descriptively in post hoc comparisons.
8. Knowing that singing achievement typically improves with age, researchers could
replicate the study with a different age group to examine if movement instruction affects
singing achievement differently.
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9. Researchers could replicate this design in a different cultural setting.
10. Researchers could examine songs for relationships between and among individual
notes or patterns of notes. This could help educators make more informed repertoire
choices based on item difficulty rather than non-musical reasons.
11. Researchers could replicate this study, but vary the length of treatment time for
various subjects from one, 30-minute session to an entire school year of 30-minute
sessions to measure effects of movement on musical development over time.
12. Researchers could examine music teachers’ attitudes towards the inclusion of
movement activities within their music instruction, and which types of movement
activities are included.
13. The general music teacher at this elementary school was male and typically sang in
chest voice when singing in class. Researchers could longitudinally examine the effects
of vocal model on students’ singing achievement.
Recommendations for General Music Teachers
Consistent with past results, this study indicated that movement positively
affected children’s Singing Voice Development Measure scores. While some types of
movement instruction may affect the quality of children’s singing voices, general music
teachers must continue to examine other teaching strategies for the development of
singing skills, particularly for boys.
The subjects that participated in all treatment groups appeared to genuinely enjoy
the movement and listening activities. I observed this by their smiles, energized facial
expressions, and focus of attention during the treatment activities. Some subjects would
comment during or after the procedures about how much fun they had. After the
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procedures were completed, subjects would often ask if they could return to participate
again. General music teachers should consider including a variety of movement and
listening map activities in their lesson planning. The use of the narrative of Frog and
Mouse from the story King Kong Kitchie provided a framework that allowed me to
weave together the criterion song measure, the listening map activity, and the movement
activities throughout my interactions with the subjects.
Music teachers should consider including more continuous fluid movement, both
bound and free, in their classroom activities. Some subjects in the study seemed to
struggle to locate their singing voice. Some of the children in the study sang in a deep,
chest-voice, and made comments about singing like my soprano, head-voice model. I
recommend giving students the opportunity to sing alone in class in order to hear how
they sound without the support of a larger group. I recommend, if possible, individually
interacting with each student to assess singing voice. I recommend that general music
teachers include a variety of vocal model examples in their teaching to articulate
differences and similarities between children and adult voices. Once we know more
about how these strategies work for children with typical development, we can work on
ways to adapt and modify singing movement strategies for students with special needs.
Even though singing skill development can be challenging to teach, it is
necessary. It is necessary because it is a means of expressing and sharing the human
experience. Singing is a form of self-knowledge. Each person should learn how to sing
to experience music as an active participant in our culture.
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APPENDIX A
LETTERS FROM SCHOOL DISTRICT GRANTING APPROVAL FOR
PROJECT
Principal Schwartz has given me informal approval for this project. After
submission and approval from my Dissertation Committee as well as the Temple
University IRB, and Christina School District, she will give me a formal letter to access
students at Downes Elementary School in Newark, Delaware.
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APPENDIX B
LETTER TO INVITE STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN PROJECT
DISSERTATION STUDY
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Title: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
Hello! As a part of my doctoral studies in Music Education at Temple University, I have
developed a dissertation research project to examine how movement instruction affects
the singing achievement scores of elementary school students. I would like to describe
this project to you. It involves one 30-minute session during music class or during an
approved time during the school day. I am inviting you to consider participating in this
project, and I would like to describe this project to you.
A description of the project:
The purpose of my research project is to explore movement instruction and singing
achievement in general music. I am inviting all students in second, third, and fourth
grades to participate. You will sing with me, and by yourself, during the experiment.
You will also participate in some movement and listening activities.
What would you need to do?
First, share the information with your parents or guardians. If they agree for you to
participate, then they will need to sign the forms. Second, you can agree to be in the
study if you want. Third, RETURN THE SIGNED FORMS.
Next, you will be given an appointment time with me, Ms. Newell. During your
appointment time, you will come to a research classroom. Mrs. Laudorn will meet you in
your classroom and walk you to the research classroom. In the research classroom, you
will participate in 30 minutes of music activities with me. These types of activities may
include singing, movement, and listening activities—similar to the activities you
participate in your general music class with Mr. Ambrosino.
The total time required for this study is 30 minutes.
If you return the consent and assent forms with signatures, (whether or not you
participate in the study) you will receive a package of silly bands or a sheet of stickers
when you return your forms! Mr. Ambrosino, Mrs. Laudorn, and your homeroom
teachers will help me collect the forms.
How will you know the information you give me will be kept private? Before
participating, you will create a code name with Mrs. Laudorn. Only Mrs. Laudorn and
Mr. Ambrosino will know what your real name is. It will be kept private from Ms.
Newell, the researcher.
How will I use the data?
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I will share the results of this study with my teacher (Alison Reynolds, PhD) and other
faculty members from Temple University. I may share my findings with music teachers
so that they may better understand how movement instruction affects singing
achievement scores. It may also help them improve their teaching and lessons. I may use
the data for presentations or research papers. Again, I will not reveal your real name or
the name of the school and school district.
Thank you very much for your time! Please feel free to contact me with any questions
you have.
Sincerely,
Mary Kate Newell
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APPENDIX C
15-MINUTE MUSIC ACTIVITY SCRIPT
This script will be used to familiarize potential subjects with the researcher. After this
activity, the researcher will invite potential subjects to participate in her study. This
activity would occur during students’ regularly scheduled general music classes.
Introduction
Hello! My name is Ms. Newell! Boys and Girls, please join me, standing in a circle.
Silently invite students to keep a steady beat by patching on their laps.
a)

Prep Breath in tempo of chant:
Handy Pandy, Jack-a-dandy,
Loves plum cake and sugar candy,
He bought some in a grocer’s shop
And out he came – hop, hop, hop!
(PAUSE)

b)

The boy in the poem really loves to eat something. Listen again. (PAUSE)
Discover what he loves to eat. (Prep Breath) Handy Pandy, etc.

c)

Before you ask the question, show the students you want them to raise their hands
and keep their mouths closed by mimicking the behavior you want to see.
(Ex: Raise your own hand and put your finger over your lips. Eyes show
expectancy students will follow instruction. Body shows energy that
teacher is checking behaviors.)

d)

Who heard what Jack loves so much?

e)

Pause. Right! Jack loves CANDY! (Show silent signal) Do you get excited when
you know you are going to get a piece of candy? I know I do!
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f)

When I chant the poem, walk. Explore the space. When you hear me chant (model
full macrobeat breath in tempo and chant) “Hop, hop, hop,” (pause,
model) freeze!

g)

(Prep) Ready Walk (begin chanting poem in rhythm following the cue) Handy
Pandy, Jack-a-dandy, etc.

h)

Walk to board, put up visual of Reese’s cup. My favorite candy is Reese’s Peanut
Butter Cups ®. I bet you have a favorite candy too. (Show silent signal)
Think, silently in your head, the name of your favorite candy. (Show
with silent signal and pause/eye contact that you are expecting them to
think.) When you have thought the name silently in your head, (model)
rub your tummy.

i)

Hands by your side.

j)

When I chant (again, model full macrobeat breath) “Hop, hop, hop,” you (model
breath, then hop and chant in tempo) hop three times! When you finish
hopping, turn to your neighbor. (Model by whispering) Whisper your
favorite candy to that person. Watch! [Demonstrate with a child near by.]
(Breathe) “Hop, hop, hop.” Pause, eye contact, whisper, “Reese’s Peanut
Butter Cups.”

k)

(Prep Breath) Handy Pandy, Jack-a-dandy, etc.

l)

Great job, whispering your favorite candy to your neighbor. [Compliment use of
hopping on two feet, staying upright (not falling down), use of space (not
bumping into anyone), whispering voice, and pathways. You can also
use this time to give suggestions for improvement.)
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m)

Walk again. (Whisper) Whisper to a different person your favorite candy!

n)

(Prep Breath) Handy Pandy, Jack-a-dandy, etc.

o)

Walk again. Chant the poem with me. (Teacher breathes and chants prep) Ready
walk and chant: “Handy Pandy, Jack-a-dandy,” etc.

(Amelia Garbisch Orff Activity Script from TGMIP Spring 2011 Lesson One)
Thank you for participating in this activity! I would like to tell you about why I
am here in your music class today, and about a research project that is important to me!
As some of you may know, I am a student at Temple University. I am working on my
PhD in music education. For the final part of my degree, I need to conduct an
experiment. I have chosen to do my experiment and Downes Elementary School with
second, third, and fourth grade children.
My experiment involves you and your parents to give permission. Once that
happens, Mr. Ambrosino or Mrs. Laudorn will bring you to my research room—which is
in the nurse’s office.
You and I will participate in singing, moving, and listening activities. I need 140
students to sign-up for my study. I hope that you will think about participating. If you
bring back your forms, you will receive one prize from my prize box! If you participate
in my study, you will get to choose another prize from my prize box!
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APPENDIX D
LETTER EXPLAINING RESEARCH TO PARENTS/LEGAL GUARDIANS
DISSERTATION STUDY
(TEMPLE LETTERHEAD)
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Title of Project: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
Principal Investigator: Alison Reynolds, PhD
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19122Contact Information: (215) 204-1660
Alison.Reynolds@temple.edu
Student Investigator: Mary Kate Newell, PhD Candidate in the Department Music
Education and Therapy
Temple University, Philadelphia, PA
Contact Information: tua99156@temple.edu
TO: Parents/Guardians of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Grade Students
RE: Dissertation Research Project, “Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing
Achievement Scores of Elementary School Children.”
FROM: Mary Kate Newell, Temple University
DATE: November 1, 2011
Dear Parents/Guardians,
As a part of my doctoral studies in Music Education at Temple University, I (Mary Kate
Newell) have developed a research project that investigates movement instruction and
singing achievement scores of elementary children. The purpose of my project is to
improve music instruction. I am interested in how types of movement activities affect
pitch and rhythmic accuracy in singing scores. I have piloted the procedures for the study
with a small group of children from Downes Elementary. I would like to continue the
dissertation project with 140 elementary school children from Downes Elementary.
All second, third, and fourth grade students at Downes Elementary School are invited to
participate in this study. My project will require students to participate in one 30-minute
music class with me, Mary Kate Newell. The attached documents include a detailed
description of the project. They also include a consent form for you to fill out indicating
whether or not you would like your child to participate in the study. If you allow your
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child to participate, he or she needs to sign the assent form indicating whether or not he
or she agrees to participate.
If your child returns the signed consent and assent forms (whether or not your child will
participate in the study) your child will receive one sheet of stickers or one bag of silly
bands.
Please feel free to contact me at any time with questions concerning this project. You
may use either of the following email addresses: mk.newell@temple.edu or
tua99156@temple.edu.
The phone number where I can be reached is (302) 521-7788. Thank you for your
consideration in this matter. I look forward to working with you and your child!
Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Kate Newell
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APPENDIX E
CONSENT FORM
Temple letterhead copied back to back

(To be completed by the parent/legal guardian of minor students involved in this
project)
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Title of Project: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
Principal Investigator: Alison Reynolds, PhD
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: (215) 204-1660 Alison.Reynolds@temple.edu
Student Investigator: Mary Kate Newell, PhD Candidate
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Temple University, Philadelphia, PA
Contact Information: tua99156@temple.edu
Hello! I, Ms. Newell, am pursuing a doctorate in Music Education from Temple
University. As a part of my studies, I have developed a research project that focuses on
movement instruction and singing achievement scores of elementary school children. I
would like to describe this project to you.
A description of the project:
The purpose of my project is to improve music instruction. I am interested in how types
of movement activities affect pitch and rhythm accuracy in singing scores. The
curriculum content I will use is part of regularly practiced methods of instruction. I am
inviting all second, third, and fourth grade students to participate in my project.
What will your son/daughter need to do?
Your son/daughter will participate in one, 30-minute music class with me, Mary Kate
Newell. Mrs. Laudorn, the school nurse, and Mr. Ambrosino, the general music teacher,
will help me in the collection of data. During your child’s appointment time, Mr.
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Ambrosino or Mrs. Laudorn, will escort him/her to the research classroom. This
classroom will be an unused classroom in Downes Elementary School. In the research
classroom, your child will participate in 30 minutes of music activities with me. These
types of activities may include singing, movement, and listening activities—similar to the
activities your child participates in general music class with Mr. Ambrosino.
If your child returns the signed consent and assent forms (whether or not your child
participates in the study) he or she will receive one sheet of stickers or one bag of silly
bands. If your child is unable to attend the research study sessions or is absent from
school on the day of his/her scheduled research session, I will offer one make-up session
following all of the same procedures.
How will you know the information your child gives me will be kept private? Before
taking the music session, your child will be assigned a code name. Only Mr. Ambrosino
and Mrs. Laudorn will know the student’s code name. The code name will be kept
private from me, Ms. Newell.
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Title: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
How will I use the collected data?
I will use the data from this study to write my dissertation. I will share the results with
my teacher (Alison Reynolds, PhD) and other faculty members from Temple University.
I may share my findings with music teachers so that they may better understand
movement instruction and singing. It may also help them improve their teaching and
lessons. I may use the data for presentations or research papers. Again, I will not reveal
your child’s real name, the name of the school, or school district.
Questions about your child’s rights as a research subject may be directed to the
Institutional Review Board Coordinator at (215) 707-3390. The IRB Coordinator may
also be reached by email: IRB@temple.edu or regular mail:
Institutional Review Board Coordinator
Temple University Research Administration, Student Faculty Conference Center
3340 North Board Street – Suite 304
Philadelphia, PA 19140
Thank you very much for your time! Please feel free to contact me with any questions
you may have about this project.
_______________________________________________________________________
My child’s participation in this study is voluntary. I understand that I can remove my
child from the study at any time. My child may drop out of the study at any time without
consequence. Dropping out of the study will not cause harm to his or her relationship
with Ms. Newell, the Christina School District, or Temple University. Any data that has
been collected from my child up to that point will be destroyed.
All documents and information pertaining to this research study will be kept confidential,
unless required by applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations to be
disclosed. I understand that records and data generated by the study may be reviewed by
Temple University and its agents, the study sponsor or the sponsor’s agents (if
applicable), and/or governmental agencies to assure proper conduct of the study and
compliance with regulations. I understand that the results of this study may be published.
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If any data is published, my child will not be identified by name.
Name of student (Please print)

Date

Please check one box:
Yes, I give permission for my child to participate in this study.
No, I do not give permission for my child to participate in this study.

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Date

Signature of Investigator

Date
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APPENDIX F
TEMPLE LETTERHEAD
PARENT PERMISSION TO AUDIO/VIDEO-RECORD FORM
DISSERTATION STUDY
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Title of Project: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
Principle Investigator: Alison Reynolds, PhD
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: 215.204.1660, Alison.Reynolds@temple.edu
Student Investigator: Mary Kathleen Newell, Doctoral Student
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Temple University, Philadelphia, PA
Contact Information: 302.521.7788, mk.newell@temple.edu
Student’s Name: _____________________________________________
Date: ______________________________________________________

I give Mary Kathleen Newell permission to audio/video record her instruction during the
dissertation study of her project. This video recording will be used only for the following
purpose(s):
To ensure that Ms. Newell’s instruction is accurate with her procedures and protocol, no
students will be identified on the video recording.

How will these audio/video recordings be used?
I understand that this audio- and video recording will be used as a part of a research
project at Temple University. As a result of the research project, Ms. Newell will be
presenting her research at education conferences and publishing in music education
research journals. At no time will any students’ real names be used.
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When will I be audio/video recorded?
I give permission for my child(ren) to be audio- and video-recorded during the treatment
period: December 15, 2011 to July 15, 2012.

How long will the audio/video recordings be used?
I give my permission for these audio-recordings to be used from: December 15, 2011 to
July 15, 2015.

All data will be stored for three (3) years after completion of the study. In July 2015, the
recorded data will be erased/destroyed.

What if I change my mind?
I understand that I can withdraw my permission at any time. Upon my request, the
audio/video-recording(s) will be destroyed. This will not affect me, or my relationship
with Ms. Newell, or Temple University in any way.
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Title of Project: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
Other
I understand that I will not be paid for my child(ren) to be audio/video-recorded, or for
the use of the audio/video-recordings.
For further information
If I want more information about the audio/video-recordings(s), or if I have questions or
concerns at any time, I can contact:
Investigator’s Name: Alison M. Reynolds, PhD
Student-Investigator's Name: Mary Kathleen Newell
Department: Music Education and Therapy
Institution: Temple University: Boyer College of Music and Dance
Street Address: 2001 N. 13th Street
City: Philadelphia
State: PA
Zip Code: 19122
Phone: 302-521-7788
A copy of this form will be given to me, and Alison Reynolds, PhD, will keep a copy.
Name of student (Please print)

Date

Please check one box:
Yes, I give permission for my child to be audio/video recorded in this study.

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Date

Signature of Investigator

Date
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APPENDIX G
ASSENT FORM
(TEMPLE UNIVERSITY LETTERHEAD)
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Title of Project: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
Principal Investigator: Alison Reynolds, PhD
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: 215.204.1660; Alison.Reynolds@temple.edu
Student Investigator: Mary Kathleen Newell, Doctoral Student
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: 302.521.7788; mk.newell@temple.edu
Hello! I am a music student at Temple University, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I have
created a research project to study movement and singing of elementary school children.
I hope my project will help music teachers learn more about movement and singing.
If you return the signed consent and assent forms (whether or not you participate in the
study) you will receive a sheet of stickers or a bag of silly bands. Here are questions you
might have of me, and answers to them. If you have more questions, please let me know.
What are you asking me to do?
You will participate in one, 30-minute music class with me, Mary Kate Newell. During
your appointment time, Mr. Ambrosino or Mrs. Laudorn will meet you at your classroom
and walk you to the research classroom. This classroom will be an unused classroom in
Downes Elementary School. It will most likely be connected to the Nurse’s office. We
will sing, move, and listen to music—like the activities you participate in your general
music class with Mr. Ambrosino. You will have to sing with me, and by yourself, during
parts of the study.
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Title of Project: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
How will I use the data?
I will use what I learn from this research project to write a paper, my dissertation. To
finish that paper, I will share what I learn from working with students at Downes with my
teacher (Alison Reynolds, PhD) and other teachers at Temple University. I hope what I
learn can help music teachers think about ways to teach music to children your age. If
you agree to participate, I will share what I learn with music teachers who don’t work for
Temple University by talking and writing about the project.
Will anyone know I was one of the children in your research project?
It is possible your friends will know, since Mr. Ambrosino or Mrs. Laudorn will let you
know when it is your turn to participate, and you will miss class. However, when I talk
or write about what I learned from this project, I will only talk about what I learned about
groups of children at Downes. I will not talk or write about you by yourself. I will not
use your name, your teachers’ names, or the name of the school or school district.
————————————————————————————————————
I have presented the details of this project and this script to the Temple University
Institutional Review Board, Committee B, who approved the project on May 15, 2011.
Your participation in this study is on a voluntary basis. By signing below you understand
that you can withdraw from the study at any time, without consequence or prejudice.
Withdrawing from the study will not cause harm to my relationship with Ms. Newell, or
Temple University. Any data collected from me up to that point will be destroyed.
————————————————————————————————————
If I have any questions about my rights as a research subject, I may contact the
Institutional Review Board Coordinator at (215) 707-3390. The IRB Coordinator may
also be reached by email: IRB@temple.edu or regular mail:
Institutional Review Board Coordinator
Temple University Research Administration, Student Faculty Conference Center
3340 North Board Street – Suite 304
Philadelphia, PA 19140
Name of student (Please print)

Date

Please check one box:
Yes, I give permission to participate in this study.
No, I do not give permission to participate in this study.
Signature of Investigator

Date
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CHILD PERMISSION TO AUDIO/VIDEO-RECORD
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Title of Project: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
Principle Investigator: Alison Reynolds, PhD
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: 215.204.1660 Alison.Reynolds@temple.edu
Student Investigator: Mary Kathleen Newell, Doctoral Student
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Temple University, Philadelphia,
Contact Information: mk.newell@temple.edu
Student’s Name:___________________________________Date:_________

I give Mary Kathleen Newell permission to audio/video record her instruction during her
project. This video recording will be used only for the following purpose(s):
To ensure that Ms. Newell’s instruction is accurate with her procedures and protocol.
The video will also serve as a backup in case any data is lost or deleted during the
procedures. No students will be identified on the video recording, and the video will not
be shared publicly.

HOW WILL THESE AUDIO/VIDEO-RECORDINGS BE USED?
I understand that this audio/video recording will be used as a part of a research project at
Temple University. As a result of the research project, Ms. Newell will be presenting her
research at education conferences and publishing in music education research journals.
The videos will not be shown publicly; only the results from the research will be
presented. At no time will any students’ real names be mentioned.

WHEN WILL I BE AUDIO/VIDEO-RECORDED?
I give permission to be audio/video-recorded during the treatment period: December 15,
2011 to June 15, 2012.

HOW LONG WILL THE AUDIO/VIDEO-RECORDINGS BE USED?
I give my permission for these audio/video recordings to be used from: December 15,
2011 to June 15, 2015.

All data will be stored for three (3) years after completion of the study. On June 15, 2015,
the recorded data will be erased/destroyed.
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Title of Project: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
WHAT IF I CHANGE MY MIND?
I understand that I can withdraw my permission at any time. Upon my request, the
audio/video-recording(s) will be destroyed. This will not affect me, or my relationship
with Ms. Newell, or Temple University in any way.
OTHER
I understand that I will not be paid for being audio/video-recorded, or for the use of the
audio/video-recordings.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
If I want more information about the audio/video-recordings(s), or if I have questions or
concerns at any time, I can contact:

Investigator’s Name: Alison M. Reynolds, PhD
Student-Investigator's Name: Mary Kathleen Newell
Department: Music Education and Therapy
Institution: Temple University: Boyer College of Music and Dance
Street Address: 2001 N. 13th Street
City: Philadelphia

State: PA

Zip Code: 19122

Phone: 302-521-7788
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A copy of this form will be given to me, and Alison Reynolds, PhD will keep a copy.
Name of student (Please print)

Date

Please check box:
Yes, I give permission to be audio/video recorded in this study.
Signature of Investigator

Date
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FOLLOW-UP INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE
(Temple University Letterhead)
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Title of Project: Effects of Movement Instruction on the Singing Achievement Scores of
Elementary School Children
Principle Investigator: Alison Reynolds, PhD
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: 215.204.1660, Alison.Reynolds@temple.edu
Student Investigator: Mary Kathleen Newell, Doctoral Student
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Temple University, Philadelphia, PA
TO: Parents/Guardians of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Grade Students
RE: Dissertation Research Project, “Effects of Movement Instruction on Singing
Achievement Scores of Elementary School Children”
FROM: Mary Kate Newell, Student Researcher, Temple University
DATE: January 30, 2012
Dear Parents/Guardians,
Two weeks ago, I sent a packet of information home with your child describing a
research project I have developed as part of my doctoral studies at Temple University.
This project examines the effects of movement instruction on singing performance scores
of elementary children. The purpose of my project is to improve music instruction. The
principal has approved my sending this to remind you about the project.
All second, third, and fourth grade students at Downes Elementary School are invited to
participate in this study. My project will require students to participate in one 30-minute
music class with me, Mary Kate Newell. The attached documents include a detailed
description of the project. They also include a consent form for you to fill out indicating
whether or not you would like your child to participate in the study. If you allow your
child to participate, he or she needs to sign the assent form indicating whether or not he
or she agrees to participate.
If your child returns the signed consent and assent forms (whether or not your child will
participate in the study) your child will receive one sheet of stickers or one bag of silly
bands, your child’s choice.
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Please feel free to contact me at any time with questions concerning this project. You
may use the following email address: mk.newell@temple.edu. Thank you for your
consideration in this matter. I look forward to working with you and your child!

Sincerely,
Mary Kate Newell,
Temple University
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APPENDIX J
RESEARCH ASSISTANT SCRIPT
Research Assistant One (RA1), which will be Mrs. L., the school nurse, or Mr. A., the
general music teacher, is responsible for meeting the subjects at their homerooms and
walking them to the experiment classroom site, assisting the subject in the coding
process.
Hello! I’m here to take you to see Ms. Newell, the music student from Temple
University. You signed up to be a part of her research project.
While we are walking to the classroom where the music session will take place, we need
to think of a code name for you! Good code names would be your pet’s name, the name
of an animal, or your favorite cartoon character. Since your code name should not give
your real name away, make sure you’re not choosing a name that your teachers or friends
might know you by. To help me keep track of the code names I will add three numbers
to the end of your code name.
Mrs. L, or Mr. A, will write down the code name for the subject on three adhesive name
tags with that subject’s pre-determined three number suffix. One adhesive nametag will
be given to the subject to wear during the experiment. The other two will be placed on
two copies of the master list of subjects, next to their real names. The two master lists
will be stored in two, separate portable filing cabinets labeled Master List One, and
Master List Two. At no time will the researcher access these lists during the experiment.
At the end of each experimental day, Mr. A will store the portable filing cabinet with
Master List One in a locked cabinet in the general music classroom, and the portable
filing cabinets with Master List Two and the Backup Binder in two separate locked
cabinets in the school nurse’s office.
At no time should Mr. A or Mrs. L ask the subject questions that may provoke anxiety
about the actual experiment. This would include asking the subject if they are nervous,
or questions regarding their achievement in singing or moving. Mr. A or Mrs. L is
responsible for meeting the subjects at their homerooms and walking them to the
experiment classroom site, and confirming the coding process.
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APPENDIX K
CRITERION SONG MEASURE SCRIPT
All italicized text in blue ink will be instructions Ms. Newell will speak in real time. All
italicized text in red ink will be instructions on audio recording. The abbreviation (FB)
will be used to indicate when Ms. Newell will give the subject positive feedback from a
list of options in Appendix T.
Criterion Song Measure Instruction Script
Welcome! My name is Ms. Newell. I am a music student from Temple University. You
signed up to be a part of my research project! Today, we will sing, listen, and move.
Before we begin, I need to let you know that you will have to sing by yourself during the
experiment. Is that okay with you? (FB)
Depending on the response, continue or thank the child for participating.
Let’s confirm your CODE name! Is your CODE name ___________? Nice to meet you,
CODE NAME! (FB) Thank you for joining me today. Let’s begin! You might notice
that I have a painted scene of the forest in here! We will listen to a song about this scene
later today. Do you see the frog in the scene? I need to teach you a tune the frog sings.
(Criterion Song Measure)
Ms. Newell will use a remote control to press start and stop on the audio recording of the
criterion song measure.
Listen to the song four times in a row. It will be your turn to sing the song later.
Ms. Newell asks the subject if he/she has any questions. (Pause audio to confirm that the
subject understands what is going to occur).
The subject listens while the recording plays the criterion song measure four times
consecutively, with one measure of pause between repetitions.
The researcher will now use a modified script from a common phrase coupling procedure
for teaching rote songs (Reynolds, 2003).
After you hear me sing “Ready Sing!” be my singing echo.
Let’s practice, first! Sing major tonic patterns not found in the CSM as a practice, to
allow students to practice waiting until after “Ready Sing” to echo patterns. (FB)
Modified Phrase Coupling Procedure:

Breathe and sing the first phrase for the subject.
Provide starting pitch in tempo and meter of first phrase by singing, “Ready Sing!” (FB)
Gesture for subject to breathe and sing coordinate with the instruction “sing.” Researcher
LISTENS ONLY!
After the subject sings, begin the second phrase in tempo and meter.
Provide starting pitch of second phrase in tempo and meter. “Ready Sing!” (FB)
Gesture for subject to breathe and sing. LISTEN ONLY!
After the subject sings second phrase, begin the third phrase in tempo and meter.
Provide starting pitch of third phrase in tempo and meter. “Ready Sing!”
Gesture for subject to breathe and sing. LISTEN ONLY!
After the subject sings third phrase, begin the fourth phrase in tempo and meter.
Provide starting pitch of fourth phrase in tempo and meter, “Ready Sing!”
Gesture for subject to breathe and sing. LISTEN ONLY!
“This time it will be my turn for longer.”
Sing phrases one and two.
Provide starting pitch of first phrase in tempo and meter, “Ready Sing!”
Gesture for subject to breathe and sing. LISTEN ONLY!
Sing phrases three and four.
Provide starting pitch of third phrase in tempo and meter, “Ready Sing!”
Gesture for subject to breathe and sing. LISTEN ONLY!
“Listen again to the whole song. Wait for the gesture to sing the whole song back to me.”
Sing whole song. Provide a preparatory sequence and breath gesture. “Ready Sing!” (FB)
LISTEN TO THE SUBJECT SING THE WHOLE SONG.
Let’s sing the song together two times in a row. (FB)
Thank you for singing the song. Listen to the whole song three more times. After we
listen to the song three more times, I will ask you to sing the song once more, and I
will record you.
Ms. Newell sings the song three more times.
Ms. Newell pauses the audio.
Ms. Newell confirms that the recording software is prepared.
Ms. Newell exclaims, “Okay, Code Name, it is your turn to sing the song one time. You
will hear instructions to help you get started with singing the song. It will sound like
this, ‘Read-y sing!’ (Sung on tonic).
(Play audio recording of prep sequence).
(FB) Thank you for singing! We will proceed to the next part of the study!
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APPENDIX L
TREATMENT ONE MOVEMENT ACTIVITY SCRIPT
In this part of the study, we will participate in movement activities. Like the beginning of
the study, we will listen to some instructions on a recording.
Step One Awareness of Body
Let’s first move our different body parts for a warm-up. Watch and copy! (FB)
Move individual body parts with continuous fluid movement.
Let’s move: fingers, hips, each hand, hips, each wrist, hips, each elbow, hips, each arm,
hips, each shoulder, hips, each leg, hips, each knee, hips, each ankle, hips, toes, hips,
back, hip, neck, hips, head, hips, nose, hip, eyes, hips (Kim, 2000).
Step Two Awareness of Flow (Free)
Play the recording of “King Kong Kitchie,” a traditional American folksong in major
tonality. It has two distinct sections, verse and refrain.
Listen to a recording of a song called “King Kong Kitchie.” Look at the scenery! It will
show you the story of “King Kong Kitchie” through the images!
(Ms. Newell plays recording of all three verses).
Listen again. Pretend you have a tiny frog on one elbow, and tiny mouse on the other
elbow. Let’s take them on a smooth ride through the forest! In the middle of the song,
they are going to leap and buzz to our hips! Give them a smooth ride! Watch and copy!
(FB)
(Ms. Newell plays recording of verse one).
For the first section, the verse, the researcher will move her whole body, but will
emphasize model moving with free flow with elbows. For the second section, the refrain,
the researcher will model free flow with hips.
Let’s continue to take the frog and mouse on smooth rides! When we move our bodies
continuously, without stopping, we are moving with flow. [Demonstrate.] Let’s move
our arms, elbows, wrists, and fingers with flow during the first part of the song, and our
hips and knees during the second part of the song! [Demonstrate.] Watch and copy! (FB)
(Ms. Newell plays recording verse two).

Think about the body parts that took frog and mouse on smooth rides during the song.
(Pause).
Listen to the recording again. Choose any body part you like to give a ride to frog or
mouse with flow during the first section, and use your hips like this [demonstrate] to give
them a ride during the second section. Take time right now to choose your body parts.
When you have decided, tell me! (FB)
(Ms. Newell plays recording of verse three).
(In total the recording will be played four times for flow (free). Each time the researcher
will focus on the following:
Listening for two distinct sections (All three verses)
Free flow emphasizing head, shoulders, and hips (Verse One)
Free flow emphasizing arms, elbows, wrists, fingers, and hips (Verse Two)
Free flow emphasizing legs, knees, ankles, feet, and hips (Verse Three)
Free flow emphasizing hips (Each Refrain)
Step Three Awareness of Flow (Bound)
Do you see that tree in the scenery? It’s a honey tree! Let’s pretend that all of our body
parts are moving through honey. That will change what it feels like to give a smooth ride
to frog and mouse. Thick honey will give frog and mouse another smooth ride! (Model
bound flow movement) (Practice).
Here we go! (FB)
(Ms. Newell plays all three verses of the recording).
Bound flow emphasizing head, shoulders, and hips (Verse One)
Bound flow emphasizing arms, elbows, wrists, fingers, and hips (Verse Two)
Bound flow emphasizing legs, knees, ankles, feet, and hips (Verse Three)
Bound flow emphasizing all body parts. (Each Refrain)
What do you think happened to Frog and Miss Mousie? Respond according to subject
response. If the subject hopes that Frog and Miss Mousie marry, then respond, See that
house over there in the scenery? That’s where the Frog and Miss Mousie live now. OR
If the subject hopes that Frog did not marry Miss Mouse, then respond, That’s where the
Frog lives now—without Miss Mousie! Boy is he happy he didn’t marry her! I didn’t
tell you earlier, but do you remember that song you learned in the beginning of the
session. That is Frog’s celebration song. Listen. I will play the recording of the song
three times. When it is finished, it will be your turn to sing the song again, just like you
performed before the movement activities.
Ms. Newell pauses the recording.
Ms. Newell confirms that the recording software is prepared.
Ms. Newell exclaims, “Code Name, it is your turn to sing the song one time—like you
did in the beginning of the study! You will hear a prep sequence to help you begin
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singing Frog’s Celebration Song. It will sound like this, ‘Read-y sing!’ When you are
ready to sing, raise your hand.”
(Play audio recording of prep sequence). Subject sings the criterion song measure.
Pause.
(FB) Thank you for singing!

APPENDIX M
TREATMENT TWO MOVEMENT ACTIVITY SCRIPT
In this part of the study, we will participate in steady beat movement activities.
Like the beginning of the study, we will listen to some instructions that I have
recorded.
Step One Awareness of Body
Let’s first move our different body parts for a warm-up. Watch and copy! (FB)
Move individual body parts with to steady macrobeat pulse
Let’s move: each finger, hips, each hand, hips each wrist, hips, each elbow,
hips, each arm, hips, each shoulder, hips, each leg, hips, each knee, hips, each
ankle, hips, toes, hips, back, hips, neck, hips, head, hips, nose, hips, eyes, hips
(Kim, 2000).
Step Two Awareness of Steady Beat
I am going to play you a recording of a song called “King Kong Kitchie.”
Listen to the song. Look at the story of “King Kong Kitchie” in the scenery!
(Ms. Newell plays recording of all three verses).
Listen again. We will patsch our legs and pat our shoulders. Watch and copy!
(FB) (Ms. Newell plays recording of verse one).
For the first section, the verse, Ms. Newell and the subject will move with
macrobeat bilateral patsching on legs, and for the second section they will pat
shoulders.
When one body part is anchored to the floor, we are moving in non-locomotor
ways.
Listen again. We will tap the floor with our hands for the first section, and flap
our arms like a bat in place for the second section. Watch and copy. (FB) (Ms.
Newell plays recording of verse two).
Listen to the recording again. We will flick our fingers for the first section,
and tap our elbows together for the second section. Watch and copy. (FB)
(Ms. Newell plays recording of verse three).
This time we will move our bodies in different ways—locomotor ways. Watch
and copy! (FB) (Ms. Newell plays recording of all three verses.)
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For verse one and refrain, Ms. Newell and the subject will walk to the
macrobeat and hold our hands out like we are riding a bicycle for the first
section. We will jump to every other macrobeat for the second section.
For verse two and refrain, Ms. Newell and the subject will march to the
macrobeat for the first section, and frog leap to every other macrobeat for the
second section.
For verse three and refrain, Ms. Newell and the subject march to the macrobeat
for the first section, and will sway from side-to-side to every other macrobeat
for the second section.
(In total the recording will be played five times. Each time the researcher will
focus on the following:
Listening for two distinct sections (All three verses)
Non-locomotor movements (Verse One)
Non-locomotor movements (Verse Two)
Non-Locomotor movements (Verse Three)
Locomotor movements (All three verses)
What do you think happened to Frog and Miss Mousie? Respond according to
subject response. If the subject hopes that Frog and Miss Mousie marry, then
respond, See that house over there in the scenery? That’s where the Frog and
Miss Mousie live now. OR If the subject hopes that Frog did not marry Miss
Mouse, then respond, That’s where the Frog lives now—without Miss Mousie!
Boy is he happy he didn’t marry her! I didn’t tell you earlier, but do you
remember that song you learned in the beginning of the session? That is
Frog’s celebration song. Listen. I will play you a recording of the song three
times. When it is finished, it will be your turn to sing the song again, just like
you performed before the movement activities.
Ms. Newell confirms with RA1 that the recording software is prepared.
Ms. Newell exclaims, Code Name, it is your turn to sing the song one time—
like you did in the beginning of the study! You will hear a prep sequence to
help you begin singing Frog’s Celebration Song. It will sound like this,
‘Ready, sing!’.
When you are ready to sing the song, raise your hand.

(Play audio recording of prep sequence). Subject sings the criterion song
measure.
Pause.
(FB) Thank you for singing!
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APPENDIX N
TREATMENT THREE LISTENING ACTIVITY PROCEDURES
Listen to the words and the music of the song, “King Kong Kitchie.” I will ask
you questions about it later.
Researcher plays recording all three verses of King Kong Kitchie.
What did notice about the song? (FB) (Listen to subject’s answers). Respond
with follow-up questions.
I noticed that there were two parts to the song, the verse and refrain. The verse
sounded like this…. The refrain sounded like this….
The verse words changed, and the refrain words stayed the same throughout
the song.
Listen to the song, and follow the listening map! (Listening Map #1, verse one
only).
Play recording. What did you notice about the song or the map? (FB) Listen to
subject’s answers. Respond with follow-up questions.
Listen again.
Play the recording and guide the student through Listening Map #1, verse two
only. (FB)
Listen again.
Play the recording and guide the student through Listening Map #1, verse three
only. (FB)
Watch how I guide you through the entire map!!
(Play recording. The researcher will guide the subject through the map for all
three verses.)
Thanks for following the listening map! (FB)
What do you think happened to Frog and Miss Mousie? Respond according to
subject response. If the subject hopes that Frog and Miss Mousie marry, then
respond, See that house over there in the scenery? That’s where the Frog and
Miss Mousie live now. OR If the subject hopes that Frog did not marry Miss
Mouse, then respond, That’s where the Frog lives now—without Miss Mousie!
Boy is he happy he didn’t marry her! I didn’t tell you earlier, but do you
remember that song you learned in the beginning of the session? That is

Frog’s Celebration Song. Listen to the recording. You will hear me sing the
song three times. When I have finished singing, it will be your turn to sing the
song again, just like you performed before the movement activities. (Play
recording of CSM twice.)
Ms. Newell confirms with RA1 that the recording software is prepared.
Ms. Newell exclaims, Code Name, it is your turn to sing the song one time—
like you did in the beginning of the study! You will hear a prep sequence to
help you begin singing Frog’s Celebration Song. It will sound like this,
‘Ready, sing!’
When you are ready to sing the song, raise your hand.
(Play audio recording of prep sequence). Subject sings the criterion song
measure.
(FB) Pause.
Thank you for singing.
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APPENDIX O
PREPARATORY SEQUENCE FOR CRITERION SONG MEASURE
NOTATION
CRITERIONS SONE MEASURE NOTATION
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APPENDIX P
NOTATION FOR KING KONG KITCHIE

(King Kong Kitchie, Jump Right In: Teacher Book 3, 2004, p. 137)
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APPENDIX Q
CORRESPONDENCE GRANTING PERMISSION TO USE KING KONG
KITCHIE
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APPENDIX R
KING KONG KITCHIE LISTENING MAP
The following are the scanned images for the listening map treatment. The
listening map is series of images that illustrate the story of King Kong Kitchie
on of 11’ X 18’ inch foam board.

Refrain; Panel One (Above), Panel Two (Below)
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Verse One; Panel One (Above), Panel Two (Below)
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Verse Two; Panel One (Above), Panel Two (Below)
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Verse Three; Panel One (Above), Panel Two (Below)
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APPENDIX S
SINGING VOICE DEVELOPMENT MEASURE (SVDM)

5 – Singer: uses full singing voice and exhibits use of extended singing range
(sings beyond the register lift: Bb4 and above)
4 – Initial-Range Singer: uses the singing voice, but rarely uses the speaking
voice (usually D4 to A4)
3 – Uncertain Singer: sustains tones but often fluctuates between speaking and
singing voice, and uses a limited range when in singing voice (usually up to
Fsharp4)
2 – Speaking-Range Singer: sometimes chants, sometimes sustains tones, but
remains in the speaking voice range (usually A3 to C4)
1 – Presinger: does not sustain tones, but chants the text*
(Rutkowski, 1990, p. 92)

*Subjects will not be asked to sing the criterion song measure with text,
but on a neutral syllable. The researcher has been granted permission by J.
Rutkowski for permission to use this rating scale for the study as well as to
modify the Presinger rating to substitute “the neutral syllable” for “the text”.
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APPENDIX T
POSITIVE FEEDBACK BANK

The following are researcher-developed feedback interactions to maximize the
positive effects of the treatments in this study. Feedback that focuses on the
task, the process, and self-regulation has been researched to be more effective
than feedback that focuses on the personal, also known as praise (Hattie &
Timperley, 2007). I have inserted 14 places within the procedures for
feedback interactions (eight interactions during the CSM Script, and six
interactions during the Treatment Groups).
Positive Feedback for Code Name:
That is a very, creative code name choice!
Positive Feedback on Treatment Instruction:
Yes! You followed directions!
Thank you for following directions!
Thank you for sitting quietly!
Thank you for moving like I move!
I noticed that you sang with accurate rhythm!
I noticed that you sang with a warm singing tone!
I noticed that you sang with accurate tempo!
I noticed that you moved to the steady beat!
I noticed that you echo-sing accurately!
I noticed that you listened and followed the map closely!
I noticed that you moved your specific body part(s)(example: arms,
shoulders, elbows, hands, hips, knees, legs) with flow!
I noticed that you moved to the steady beat!
I noticed you used your singing voice.
Negative Feedback on Treatment Instruction:
Please focus your attention on the movement!
I noticed that you are confused about what I am asking you to do. Is
that right?
I noticed that this makes you uncomfortable. Should we continue?
Positive Feedback on Completion of CSM and Treatment
Thank you again for participating!
You did an excellent job following directions during the study
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APPENDIX U
PRAAT INSTRUCTIONS FOR PITCH AND TIME STAMP
ANALYSIS

1. Select “Read from file…” from the “File” to create a Sound object (not
a LongSound object!)
To edit sound file:
a. Highlight “Sound” object and click “View & Edit”
b. Click and drag to highlight desired excerpt (tab to audition)
c. Select “Extract selected sound (time to 0)” from the “File” dropdown menu
d. A new Sound object will be created – close this “1. Sound….”
Window and delete the original sound object – the new Sound object
that you’ll be using is called “untitled” (you can rename it if you’d
like).
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2. “Analyse” – “Periodicity” – “To Pitch”
increase silence threshold to .1 from .03.
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3. This creates a Pitch object.
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4. “To PointProcess”
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5. “To TextGrid (vuv)”
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6. Highlight TextGrid and Sound objects (command-click), click
View & Edit.
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7. Audition the regions and add or remove where necessary-audition with
tab, add new region with return, delete region with option-delete,
voiced regions must be labeled (V) and unvoiced (U).

8. Save TextGrid as a text file.
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9. Run the script ‘collect pitch data from files.praat. (See end of
Appendix U for complete Collect Pitch Data from Files Praat
Script)

10. A new window appears. Important! Check directory and text
locations. You need trailing slash for “Directory of sound files”
and “Directory of TextGrid files.”
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11. Press Ok. If all directory paths are correct, the script will run and an
output of raw data will appear in a Praat Info window.
12. “Praat Info” window will appear (close “Praat Info” window).
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13. A .csv file will appear in the folder Praat Script to run Pitch
Analysis
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This completes the computer analysis of the raw data. These raw scores can
then be analyzed using SPSS Software.
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APPENDIX V
PRAAT SCRIPT
Collect Pitch Data from Files Praat Script as used in Step 10 of Computer
Analysis.
# This script goes through sound and TextGrid files in a directory,
# opens each pair of Sound and TextGrid, calculates the pitch maximum
# of each labeled interval, and saves results to a text file.
# To make some other or additional analyses, you can modify the script
# yourself…it should be reasonably well commented! ;)
# This script is distributed under the GNU General Public License.
# Copyright 4.7.2003 Mietta Lennes
form Analyze pitch maxima from labeled segments in files
comment Directory of sound files
text sound_directory
/Users/mknewell/Desktop/PraatAnalyses/1AudioFiles/2TFolders/2BirdFT22/
sentence Sound_file_extension .wav
comment Directory of TextGrid files
text textGrid_directory
/Users/mknewell/Desktop/PraatAnalyses/1AudioFiles/2TFolders/2BirdFT22/
sentence TextGrid_file_extension .TextGrid
comment Full path of the resulting text file:
text resultfile
/Users/mknewell/Desktop/PraatAnalyses/1AudioFiles/2TFolders/2BirdFT22/pi
tchresults.csv
comment which tier do you want to analyze?
sentence Tier vuv
comment Pitch analysis parameters
positive Time_step 0.01
positive Minimum_pitch_(Hz) 75
positive Maximum_pitch_(Hz) 1300
endform
# Here, you make a listing of all the sound files in a directory.
# The example gets file names ending with ".wav" from D:\tmp\
Create Strings as file list... list 'sound_directory$'*'sound_file_extension$'
numberOfFiles = Get number of strings
# Check if the result file exists:
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if fileReadable (resultfile$)
pause the result file 'resultfile$' already exists! Do you want to overwrite
it?
filedelete 'resultfile$'
endif
# Write a row with column titles to the result file:
# (remember to edit this if you add or change the analyses!)
titleline$ = "Filename,Start time,Mean pitch (Hz),MIDI note'newline$'"
fileappend "'resultfile$'" 'titleline$'
# Go through all the sound files, one by one:
for ifile to numberOfFiles
filename$ = Get string... ifile
# A sound file is opened from the listing:
Read from file... 'sound_directory$''filename$'
# Starting from here, you can add everything that should be
# repeated for every sound file that was opened:
soundname$ = selected$ ("Sound", 1)
To Pitch... time_step minimum_pitch maximum_pitch
# Open a TextGrid by the same name:
gridfile$ = "'textGrid_directory$''soundname$''textGrid_file_extension$'"
if fileReadable (gridfile$)
Read from file... 'gridfile$'
# Find the tier number that has the label given in the form:
call GetTier 'tier$' tier
numberOfIntervals = Get number of intervals... tier
# Pass through all intervals in the selected tier:
for interval to numberOfIntervals
label$ = Get label of interval... tier interval
if (label$ = "V")
# if the interval has an unempty label, get its start and
end:
start = Get starting point... tier interval
origstart = start
# add and subtract a bit from the edges for more
accurate pitch measure
start = start + 0.05
end = Get end point... tier interval
end = end - 0.05
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# get the Pitch maximum at that interval
select Pitch 'soundname$'
pitchmax = Get mean... start end Hertz
printline 'pitchmax'
pitchlog = 69+12*log2(pitchmax/440)
printline 'pitchlog'
# Save result to text file:
resultline$ =
"'soundname$','origstart','pitchmax','pitchlog','newline$'"
fileappend "'resultfile$'" 'resultline$'
select TextGrid 'soundname$'
endif
endfor
# Remove the TextGrid object from the object list
select TextGrid 'soundname$'
Remove
endif
# Remove the temporary objects from the object list
select Sound 'soundname$'
plus Pitch 'soundname$'
Remove
select Strings list
# and go on with the next sound file!
endfor
Remove
# This procedure finds the number of a tier that has a given label.
procedure GetTier name$ variable$
numberOfTiers = Get number of tiers
itier = 1
repeat
tier$ = Get tier name... itier
itier = itier + 1
until tier$ = name$ or itier > numberOfTiers
if tier$ <> name$
'variable$' = 0
else
'variable$' = itier - 1
endif
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if 'variable$' = 0
exit the tier called 'name$' is missing from the file 'soundname$'!
endif
endproc
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APPENDIX W
RESEARCHER CRITERION SONG MODEL SCORES
Mean pitch (Hz)
295
492.7
453.3
499.6
434.7
387.4
371.4
492.2
394
440.2
370
392.3
370.2
330
279
293.7

MIDI Note Value
62.11
71.0
69.5
71.2
68.8
67
66.1
71
67
69.0
66.0
67.0
66.0
64.0
61.1
62.01

Rhythm (S/Ms)
0
1.34851266702646
2.8287219102447
3.18839819773833
3.56776311792605
3.93781633928861
4.3475017269042
5.90863219879147
6.58734361006409
7.35881637469821
8.09771687122027
8.8471700805773
9.25738069569776
9.6578271534333
10.0371289329813
10.4473837194841
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APPENDIX X
COPY OF IRB APPROVAL LETTER FOR PILOT STUDY #13884
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APPENDIX Y
COPY OF IRB APPROVAL LETTER FOR MAIN STUDY # 70706
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APPENDIX Z
LIST OF MUSIC EDUCATORS AND RESEARCHERS
Dr. R. Dilworth, Dr. M. Goetze, Dr. A. M. Reynolds, Dr. J. Rutkowski were
consulted on the development of the criterion song measure.
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APPENDIX AA
LIST OF SUBJECTS’ RAW DATA SCORES
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